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Abstract of thesis entitled: 
•lane Aiistcn^s ‘‘Selfless,’ (Siib)version of Stereotypes 
Submitted by CHAN, Ka Man Meg 
for the degree of Master of Philosophy in Gender Studies 
at The Chinese University of Hong Kong in September 201 1 
By looking at Jane Austen's treatment of the female protagonist in three of her novels, 
namely Emma, Northanger Abbey, and Pride and Prejudice, this thesis explores how 
Austen subverts gender stereotypes in her works. In all three of these novels, she 
challenges the notion of a 'unified self that is prior to culture and society. Austen instead 
describes a continuous negotiation of acts and qualities that keeps on constructing an 
ever-changing subject. In Emma, Austen presents a heroine who doubles up and has 
contradictory identities. In Northanger Abbey, we have a heroine who is in the middle of 
'becoming' a 'heroine', yet often ‘fails, to repeat completely the repetitive acts that 
signify such an identity, and therefore 'fails' to fall completely into the 'heroine-type'. In 
Pride and Prejudice, the heroine possesses opposing gcnder-specific qualities. This leads 
to the collapse of binary oppositions, which in turn suggests a redefinition of human 
qualities in general. The non-existence of a 'unified self suggests the impossibility of 
any fixed definitions of identity and 'quality'. The 'selves' are multiple and always 'in-
the-making'. And since an identity is always constructed through the repetition of 
normative acts, Austen shows through her characters' ‘failure, in repeating those acts that 
there can be variations and therefore changes. The Tailed' subject, who is not definable 
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“Tlic bcnevolence of her heart 
the sweetness of her temperament 
the extraordinary endowment of her mind 
obtained the regard of all who knew her and 
the warmest love of her intimate connections. 
Their grief is in proportion to their affection 
they know their loss to be irreparable 
but in their deepest affliction they are consolcd 
by a firm though humble hope that her charily 
devotion, faith and purity have rendered 
her soul acceptable in the sight of her 
REDEEMER" 
Here we read what Jane Austen's family had inscribed on her memorial. The 
portrayal seems to speak of Austen as a stereotypical woman who is an 'angel' - there is 
“the benevolence of her heart", "the sweetness of her temperament’, and "her charity 
devotion, faith and purity". These descriptions, however, do not seem to match very well 
with the Austen readers think they know through her omniscient narrator. Austen's works 
are often satirical and critical of society. Her sarcastic tone probably will not contribute to 
her "sweetness". For most of the time, she seems to be mocking the society and its people 
rather than showing "benevolence". Her criticism of society is also not likely to make her 
much of a 'religious' person as suggested in the second stanza above. 
Margaret Kirkham comments in Jane Austen, Feminism and Fiction that Jane 
Austen's family is probably trying to protect her. She suggests that Jane Austen's brother, 
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1 Icnrv Austen, who has written the biographical skctch thai is included in many of 
Austen's novels, 
knew that, given the prejudice of the time, his sister's personal reputation might 
not escape embarrassing comment were the full force of her irony to be 
understood. No matter how blameless her life, a woman known to have avoided 
marriage and to have held independent views of a feminist kind might not be 
kindly or respectfully treated (56-7). 
So that is the world Jane Austen is from: A woman's "avoid[ance] of marriage" and 
“[having] independent views" will cause damage to her “personal reputation". Women 
are much restricted and are thought to be "prejudice|d just as Kirkham suggests. While 
Jane Austen's family tries so hard to hide her "independent views" and "ironies" that 
work against the society at the time, Jane Austen's novels also seem to do very well at 
suggesting that Austen was a very different kind of person to that encapsulated in the 
eulogy above. The Austen of the novels seems to write against this kind of prejudice 
against women. In this thesis, I want to propose that in Jane Austen's novels — Emma, 
Northanger Abbey, and Pride and Prejudice — the three works I will be focusing on, we 
can see her attempt at subverting stereotypes about women. 
In Jane Austen's time, qualities that are suggestive of passiveness and even 
weakness seem to be highly encouraged in women. Thomas Gisborne mentions in 
Enquiry in the Duties of the Female Sex written in 1797 that qualities like “amiable 
tenderness", "modesty", and "delicacy" are the "glory of the female sex" (16). These 
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passive and weak qualities seem to be expected both physically and mentally. Apart from 
‘Ihiming ladies，，it seems that it is only foolish women who would be eager to be 
stereotypical ‘women, who successfully fulfill these gender expectations assigned to 
them. This also explains why the Jane Austen of the “imnies，,，"independent views", 
satire and criticism is not a conventional 'woman', or even a 'good' 'woman'. 
'Smart' women like Jane Austen are unconventional. The frequently cited binary 
opposition between body and mind, which is also aligned with women and men 
respectively, tells us that women with too much ‘mind, are considered 'masculine'. 
James Fordyce mentions in Sermons to Young Women in 1766 that only "masculine 
women" will seek for "argumentative" talents and the male ‘‘province，，of education (161-
2). While women are not associated with 'mind', the binary opposition reinforces their 
association with 'body'. Mary Wollstonecraft talks about this in A Vindication of the 
Rights of Woman: "In the education of women, the cultivation of the understanding is 
always subordinate to the acquirement of some corporca丨 accomplishments’’ (52-3). The 
emphasis on "corporeal accomplishments" but not the “cultivation of the understanding" 
once again confirms the binary opposition between body and mind, women and men. 
Kirkham also describes the "female philosopher" as somebody who was ‘‘never anything 
but a joke while she attempted the kinds of discourse from which her education 
disqualified her" (14). 
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Bccausc of such an un fliir treatment of women even in education, feminists at the 
time like Wollslonecraft suggest that women should light for equality in education. They 
point out that the major problem is that women are mis-cducated. Just as quoted above, 
the “acquirement of some corporeal accomplishments^^ has always been the major 
concern in ‘‘women,s education". Women are told thai their most important 
accomplishment in life is to fulfill their sexual role as a 'woman'. Because of this 
unbalanced focus on body and mind for women and men respectively, and because of the 
binary relationship they are in, women simply becomc foolish. Wollstonecraft proposes 
that with proper education, women can reason just as well as men, and that they can be 
rational beings like men too, overthrowing the stereotypes about women. 
This fight for equality in education can be extended to equality in general between 
men and women. In fact this is the usual interpretation of what Mary Wollstonecraft and 
the other contemporary feminists are doing. Jane Auslcn seems to be doing something 
similar too. Her novels often show female characters who are smart, rational, and 
independent women, women who can be just like slcrcotypical ‘‘men’’. Kirkham 
comments that "[Austen's] heroines do not adore or worship their husbands, though they 
respect and love them" (31). This demonstrates thai Austen promotes equality between 
women and men instead of seeing women as men's subordinate. Kirkham continues, 
“[the heroines] are not…allowed to get married at all until the heroes have provided 
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convincing evidence of appreciating their qualities of mind, and of accepting their powers 
of rational Judgment, as well as their good hearts" (3 I). This quote even shows Austen's 
imemion to collapse the binary opposition between body and mind, and heart and head, in 
relation to the female and male respectively. 
Julia Kristeva looks at the feminist struggle as a “three-tiered one". The three 
positions are summarized by Toril Moi in Sexual/Textual Politics as follows: 
1. Women demand equal access to the symbolic order. Liberal feminism. Equality. 
2. Women reject the male symbolic order in the name of difference. Radical 
feminism. Femininity extolled. 
3. (This is Kristeva,s own position.) Women rcjcct the dichotomy between 
masculine and feminine as metaphysical. (12) 
The first position can relate to a fight for equality, especially in education. One thing to 
note about this position is that the notion of "equality^^ here refers to how women should 
be treated/w 对 like men because they can be just like men. This kind of "equality," 
therefore, often leads to women possessing stereotypically 'masculine, qualities. This is, 
however, also why this belief is often challenged by later feminists for failing to embrace 
and celebrate 'femininity' and ‘feminine, qualities, since it seems to be saying that 
women are 'better' if they are more like men. Perhaps this challenge against the first 
position helps bring out the second position 一 a stage where "differences" are emphasized 
and celebrated. Feminists are suggesting that women should embrace their “femininity”. 
But then what is 'feminine' and 'femininity' after all? We then come to the last stage and 
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IVloi cominenls that this stage is one that “has deconslruclcd the opposition between 
masculinity and femininity, and therefore necessarily challenges the very notion of 
idcmity,, (12). At first glance, Austen's promotion of ^equality' between men and women 
does seem to show a parallel with the first position. I Icr heroines often suggest that 
women can and should be associated with ‘mind, too, /z/.v/ as men are. However, I want 
to argue that Austen's position also relates to stage three of Moi's model. 
Austen's and Wollstonecraft's time is indeed the time when the first position is 
most popular among feminists, and therefore the feminist reading of Austen can often be 
made in terms of ‘a struggle for equality'. However, I want to propose that her ideas can 
actually be extended further than this. In her novels, she often seems to emphasize how it 
is men who make women "become" what they are. Before we look into the details of this 
in the chapters and explore how this element is presented in her different novels, we will 
first look briefly at how Austen and her works in general have been interpreted in the 
light of feminism. Lloyd W. Brown argues in “Jane Austen and the Feminist Tradition" 
that Austen shows that some qualities "which are supposed to be the 'glory of the female 
sex, really result from the woman's conditioning in a male-oriented world" (326). This 
way of thinking implies two major ideas. The first one is that women do ‘act out' certain 
qualities under social "conditioning". In other words, these qualities are not in-born or 
‘essential, but 'learned'. The second focus is on the “male-oriented’，world. The 
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cxpcclalions towards women are created based on a “malc-orientecT standard; no wonder 
the “gloi.y of the female sex" is, as we have seen, defined with terms like "delicacy" and 
“tenderness,’’ which suggest weakness, since only when women are 'weak', that men can 
appear 'strong' in comparison. Brown also says that “Jane Austen perceives ‘special’ 
female emotions, not as a natural ‘talent,, but as the unenviable results of social roles" 
(327). So it is pretty obvious that Jane Austen is criticizing the 'learned' qualities. While 
I have suggested above that Austen goes against this kind of'education' that teaches 
women to be weak so as to please men, we may also look at this in terms of Austen's 
realization, through her emphasis on the learning and socializing process that women had 
to undergo, of the lack of'essence' in regard to women's ‘identity，. 
Mary Wollstonecraft seems to agree with Jane Austen on this "conditioning" of 
women by social factors. She writes: 
Women are told from their infancy, and taught by the example of their mothers, 
that a little knowledge of human weakness, justly termed cunning, softness of 
temper, outward obedience, and a scrupulous attention to a puerile kind of 
propriety, will obtain for them the protection of man... How grossly do they insult 
us who advise us only to render ourselves gentle, domestic brutes! (49-50) 
Again usually we look at this as a feminist protest against the "sex-oriented education", 
as Brown terms it. Women are taught to act and appear 'weak, and ‘obedient, etc., with 
the aim to "obtain for them the protection of man". In other words, all these acts are 
expected to fit with the dichotomy that informs us that women are weak and men sivono 
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「his ill turn can shift our focus to the very process of Ihc construction of the identity of a 
‘woman, with all those expected qualities that arc designed by men for their own benefit. 
Brown concludes in the piece quoted above: “the cxpcricnces and statements of Jane 
AusterTs heroines.. .suggest that Jane Austen is sympathetic to the eighteenth-century 
feminist revolt against narrow male definitions of female personality and women's 
education,’ (332). Again, other than focusing on how women are mis-educated, the focus 
can be on the very fact that women are educated to become what they are. It is the 'male-
oriented world' that creates the 'male-definitions' - definitions that are created by men 
and that work on men's behalf- of women. 
This idea of'becoming' is quite similar to Judith Butler's theory of the 
"performative" suggested in Gender Trouble, which is also the major theory 
underpinning this thesis. Butler's idea is that one's identity is "produced through the 
stylization of the body and, hence, must be understood as the mundane way in which 
bodily gestures, movements, and styles of various kinds constitute the illusion of an 
abiding gendered se l f (191). So the idea mainly talks about how identities are not 
'essential, but are 'constructed' through repetitive acts. As these acts are repeated, they 
help signify and therefore construct a certain identity. O f course back in Jane Austen's 
time, there is no such idea as the "performative". However, Austen's observations on 
how women are taught these 'male-definitions' bears a strong resemblance to Butler's 
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theory of the “performative”. One key point about the ^^performative" is that it depends 
oil repetitive ads; in gender terms, it is normative gendered acts that matter. When we 
speak of norms, we know that they are social constructions. Relating this back to Austen 
or Wollstonecraft, their realization of the existence of those male-created and oriented 
^male-definitions', including the definition of what a woman should be like, namely 
、veak,i, is similar to Butler's idea about socially constructed norms and acts that create 
one's identity in the "performative". 
Yet one of the most significant arguments that can distinguish Judith Butler's idea 
of the “performative” from earlier ideas that argue thai women are taught to be typical 
‘women, is that, the "performative' idea suggests thai there is no ‘ground, to identity. I 
have talked about the “illusion of an abiding gendered se l f ; any discontinuities in the 
“self, will “reveal the temporal and contingent groundlessness of this 'ground'" (192). I 
wish to show in this thesis that Jane Austen, writing as she does two hundred years ago, 
perhaps does realize this 'groundlessness' to identity, as she highlights, in her three 
novels respectively, the possibility of the discontinuity of the 'self whose non-unified 
nature makes it impossible for it to be fully identified intelligibly with signifiers. The 
very building up of this 'ground' - the process of construction of an identity - is 
1 Being 'weak' here represents inferiority and powerlessness. The notion that women are 'weak' is a 
'male-oriented' idea because it in turn suggests men are 'strong', which simply validates the inequality. 
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challenged by Austen through the collapsing ofdicholomics that are buill on assumptions 
that Ihcrc arc fixed definitions ofqualities and identities. All these help suggest the 
absence of a ‘self that is 'original' and that ‘preexists, the later constructed identity. 
In Emma, a story about a "handsome, clevcr, and rich" (1) young woman, who 
always tries to be a matchmaker while believing thai she herself does not want/need to 
man-y, Jane Austen highlights the multiple or even contradictory identities of the female 
protagonist Emma to show that one single unified 'self can only be an illusion and is 
therefore ‘groundless’. Emma is a ‘new being’〕thai is Indefinable' because of her ever-
changing and multiplicitOLis identities. This ‘being，subverts stereotypes as there cannot 
be any fixed assumptions about this kind of being. 
In the second novel, Northanger Abbey, a story of a "young lady [who is] to be a 
heroine，, (5), Austen parodies Gothic novels as she mocks Gothic conventions by making 
her heroine become a (Gothic) 'heroine' with a diffcrcnce. Austen emphasizes identity 
must be constructed by making the very process of the creation of the ‘heroine, explicit. 
And during the process, there are always possibilities of twists and failures, which then 
also mean variations and changes. This makes assumptions about fixed qualities and 
categories impossible. 
2 A 'new being' is one who cannot be defined by any existing intelligible categories. 
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Last bill not least, in Pride and Prejudice, willy I Elizabeth is smart and brave; she 
never seems to be afraid of authority and power, y d she manages to retain her femininity. 
Austen demonstrates the possibility of the coexislcncc ofqualities and assumptions that 
ai-e originally perceived as opposing terms in a binary opposition, which then collapses 
the binary system and therefore also the fixed oppositional identities, together with the 
stereotypes about them, that both build up, and are buill on, this notion of the binary. 
In all the three novels, through demonstrating the “performative，’ nature of 
identities and the 'groundlessness' of the 'self , Austen subverts gender stereotypes and 
forbids any fixed definitions of identity. Austen seems to be well ahead of her 
contemporaries^ and is perhaps at the third stage of Julia Kristeva's "three-tiered model" 
of the feminist even though she is writing in a much earlier period. Quoting Toril Moi 
again, the third position is when "women reject the dichotomy between masculine and 
feminine as metaphysical". Kristeva explains in "Women's Time" how this works: 
The very dichotomy man/woman as an opposition between two rival entities may 
be understood as belonging to metaphysics. What can 'identity', even 'sexual 
3 Austen's contemporaries like Wollstonecraft, according to Lloyd W. Brown in "Jane Austen and the 
Feminist Tradition", demand "moral and intellectual excellence" in women, while despising the 
"ornamental ideal" that is more commonly associated with women (331). These contemporaries believe 
that only with the proof of "moral and intellectual excellence", which is stereotypically more closely 
associated with men, that women can be proven just as "good" and capable as men. However, unlike her 
contemporaries, Austen does not seem to find it necessary for women to be "like-men" to become 
"better". 
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identity,, mean in a new theoretical and scicnlilic space where the very notion of 
identity is challenged? (33-4) 
In the chapters thai follow, I will show how Austen is indeed doing something 
similai- to this attempt to deconstruct this troubling dichotomy between man and woman 
and the notions of ‘identity, and the 'self that result from it. She suggests possibilities for 
change as she repeats the 'repetitive acts'^ and subverts. Through reading Austen's works 
in relation to Kristeva's third stage of feminism (thai slates that "women reject the 
dichotomy between masculine and feminine as metaphysical") instead of according to the 
less subversive first stage, which is more popular with critics, a new light may be shed on 
the often seemingly ambivalent attitude Jane Austen seems to have towards women's 
issues. 
4 Acts such as "bodily gestures, movements, and styles of various kinds", as Butler suggests, that are to be 
repeated to signify different identities and "constitute the illusion of an abiding gendered self" (191). 
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( l i i ipter One - "Se l f less" Emma hi Emma 
Judith Butler's idea of the 'performative' suggests that gender is an 'effect' 
instead of a ‘cause，. This 'effect' is "produced through the stylization of the body and, 
hence’ must be understood as the mundane way in which bodily gestures, movements, 
and styles of various kinds constitute the illusion of an abiding gendered self, (191). It is 
the repetition of those “styles” that create the “self,; in other words, the "se l f does not 
preexist the "styles". Moreover, this "abiding gendered se l f is only an "illusion". This 
suggests the actual flexibility, possibility of change, and potential discontinuity of the 
“self’. These suggestions in turn put on shaky ground the belief that gender is a fixed 
identity, and even more importantly, it also challenges the binary opposition of two 
distinct, opposite genders, since this "gendered se l f is only seemingly abiding. When 
this “self, is not necessarily "abiding", the gender it seems to be is not necessarily one 
distinct and unified identity. In this case, with the potential of discontinuity that creates 
multiplicity, "gender" can no longer be distinct nor fixed, and therefore it also cannot be 
categorized into (two) fixed opposite identities. 
Jane Austen suggests in her novel Emma this doubt towards a unitary self that is 
thought to preexist gendered normative acts, and thus culture and society. She shows 
through her characters that the construction of identities is always on-going as these 
characters 'perform' different acts and qualities. The Female protagonist Emma is 
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simultaneously being submissive and subversive as she performs the act of getting 
married: she is also doubling up as Austen simultaneously parallels her with two roles 
that lake up the two ends of the mentor/mentee axis respectively. These acts not only 
demonstrate the possibility of one character being al the two ends of a binary opposition 
at the same time, they also show, as in the act of getting married, that even one single act 
can simultaneously signify two different or even contradictory meanings. This in turn 
shows that there is always the possibility of having multiple identities, as the construction 
of identities is always in negotiation. It is exactly bccause of this that it seems impossible 
or simply unnecessary to try to differentiate acts and human beings into categories. 
Negotiation also often means indeterminacy, lemma's having two opposite 
identities at the same time is therefore a kind of 'failure' in the repetition of acts to create 
an illusion of an intelligible 'abiding self or 'unitary self. Emma subverts as she repeats 
the normative acts; she is ‘indefinable, — her repeating acts that belong to two opposing 
categories/identities simultaneously make her ‘unintelligible，since they create a 
discontinuous 'self. This then suggests a possibility of ^ new beings' that are ever-
changing and forbid easy categorization. Through highlighting the multiplicitous nature 
of identities, Jane Austen subverts the idea of any fixed definitions of identities and all 
the stereotypes and assumptions that come with it. 
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The difficulty in determining Emma's identities illustrates what Dorinnc Kondo 
calls in About Face “the inadequacy of either gender category to encompass a 
paradoxical and multiplicitous reality" (43). Kondo is talking about David Henry 
H\vang’s play M. Bmierfly and she finds that "Hwang suggests the inability of the 
categories of man and woman to account for the multiple, changing, power-laden 
identities of his protagonists" (43). Hwang plays with the "performative" nature of 
gender and he creates confusion in the gender identities of his protagonists. Although 
Jane Austen is not doing this exactly, there is a similar suggestion in her novel as she has 
her characters perform acts that make it difficult or even impossible to determine easily 
and at once whether the particular character can ‘pass, for being a 'typical' ‘woman, or 
‘man，. As Judith Butler suggests, the task is to "redcscribe those possibilities that already 
exist, but which exist within cultural domains designated as culturally unintelligible and 
impossible" (203). Jane Austen presents characters in her novels that are simply 
‘indefinable, — they are 'new beings' that forbid any easy categorization in terms of 
gender. And perhaps this is what Kondo calls "paradoxical" and "multiplicitous". 
In Emma, the suggestion of this negotiation of acts and qualities, which then 
constructs an ever-changing 'being' with multiple and changing identities, is in line with 
Butler's idea of gender being "performative". The idea of gender being ‘‘performative,, 
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suggests that I here is no cssence in identities; even though, ironically, the stereotypes 
give Ihc fluid, indiscriminate identities their meanings. Butler explains thai 
gender ontologies always operate within established political context as normative 
injunctions, determining what qualifies as intelligible sex...Ontology is, thus, not 
a foundation, but a normative injunction that operates insidiously by installing 
itself into political discourse as its necessary ground (203). 
Jane Austen illustrates this absence of ‘essence, and foundation' in gender ontologies by 
making her characters have two opposing 'identities^ at the same time. It is a 
demonstration of the possibility of multiple and changing identities and therefore the 
potential for change through subversion. As Butler suggests, 
there is no possibility of agency or reality outside of the discursive practices that 
give those terms the intelligibility that they have. The task is not whether to repeat, 
but how to repeat or, indeed, to repeat and, through a radical proliferation of 
gender, to displace the very gender norms that enable the repetition itself (202). 
Butler suggests interrupting the repetitive acts, so as to create many possibilities as one 
repeats. Austen is doing what Butler describes here by subverting from within. She 
actually lets her characters repeat those gender norms that signify intelligible 'identities' 
but at the same time she manages to subvert them as she shows potential for change 
within those stereotypes even though she seems to be reinforcing particular 'identities'. 
In this way, she highlights the formation of identities as a negotiation instead of 
something we can casually assume as essential. 
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What gives ihc “illusion” of the "essential", “abiding gendered se l f is the fact 
that the “acts” are repeated so many times that they bear ccrtain cultural significance. As 
Bmler says, ‘、all signification takes place within the orbit of the compulsion to repeat" 
(198) — whenever the same “acts,, are repeated, they arc signified according to the 
‘'cultural intelligibility"; what is "intelligible" is the two opposite and distinct genders, 
and those two only. Kondo speaks of a similar idea in Crafting Selves that "identity is not 
a fixed ^thing', it is negotiated, open, shifting, ambiguous, the result of culturally 
available meanings and the open-ended, power-laden enactments of those meanings in 
everyday situations" (24). In other words, identity is all about our cultural meaning-
making and therefore there should always be room for shifting meanings. Moreover, the 
cultural factor helps explain the inclination towards the system of binary opposition too. 
The definition of one thing depends on another thing how one is not the other, or the 
opposite of the other; while everything in between is not intelligible and therefore is 
perceived as not existing at all. This creates the illusion that there are two fixed and 
distinct gender identities opposite each other, and one is defined to be not the other one. 
One may still tend to think that there is a doer, or a subject, behind these acts then, 
and most importantly, preexisting these acts. But Butler is precisely telling us that there is 
no such thing as a "se l f that is preexisting as the “base,,: 
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Ifgcndci- attributes and acts, the various ways in which a body shows or produces 
its cultural signification，are performative ... I here would be no true or false, real 
01- distorted acts of gender, and the postulalion of a true gender identity would be 
revealed as a regulatory fiction (192). 
Here by emphasizing gender attributes and acts as "performative", as opposite to 
‘expressive,, Butler is saying that there is no one 'original' or 'basic' gender identity, no 
one ‘sel 广 that is there before the expression of all the attributes that seem to either match 
or not match the should-be gender ‘identity, of thai 'self and thereby create the illusion 
of the existence of a unified self and therefore a fixed identity. Rather, as Butler suggests, 
“the repetition is at once a reenactment and reexpericncing of a set of meanings already 
socially established; and it is the mundane and ritualized form of their legitimation" (191). 
So every time the acts are repeated, they are also being legitimized once more and also 
they “approximate the ideal of a substantial ground of identity" and in turn create the 
“abiding gendered se l f (Butler, 192). Kondo agrees with this too. She argues that “the 
bounded, interiorized self is a narrative convention" (Crafting Selves, 25), suggesting 
again the fictive nature of the seemingly unified self. She further argues, “the ‘1, invoked 
is not clearly divisible from ‘the world'" (25). This shows the non-existence of a ‘basic, 
‘1, that is totally independent of the cultural significance acted upon it. 
Precisely because of the "fictive" and "performative" nature of an identity, there 
exists the possibility for change. We have looked at how Butler confirms the cultural 
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significance of normative acts as she says “there is no possibility of agency or reality 
outside of the discursive practices that give [the gender identities] the intelligibility". It is 
exactly these ‘‘discursive practices" that govern signification: 
[they] enable the assertion of alternative domains of cultural intelligibility, i.e., 
new possibilities for gender that contest the rigid codes of hierarchical 
binarisms,...it is only within the practices of repetitive signifying that a 
subversion of identity become possible (Butler, 198-99). 
So the "rigid codes" may not be so "rigid" after all, sincc the identity can only be 
signified, and therefore "exist", through repetitions of ^Intelligible" acts as a process of 
signification. And in the very process of "repetition", there can be variations. 
Since the belief in the existence of an "abiding gendered self, depends so much 
on the unity of sex, gender identity, and gender performance of a self, it can actually be 
easily shaken through many sorts of discontinuities. Any discontinuities will “reveal the 
temporal and contingent groundlessness of this ‘ground,”，Butler suggests, with ‘‘ground，’ 
being the gendered self (192). Butler continues, 
the possibilities of gender transformation arc to be found precisely in the arbitrary 
relation between such acts, in the possibility of a failure to repeat, a de-formity, or 
a parodic repetition that exposes the phantasmatic effect of abiding identity as a 
politically tenuous construction (192). 
The named failures and subversions show the possibility of variations and inconformity, 
meaning it simply does not need to be the way it used /o be. 
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Kvcmually, “the loss orgciider norms would have the cffect of proliferating 
gcndci. configurations, destabilizing substantive identity，and depriving the naturalizing 
narratives of compulsory heterosexuality of their ccnlral protagonists: ‘man’ and 
‘woman，” (Butler, 200). That will be the ultimate achievement that challenges fixed 
gender definitions, identities, relationships and binary oppositions altogether, all at once. 
When there are no more norms for a certain identity, there also cannot be any more fixed 
definitions for a category. Since all those identities and categories are nothing but 
creations /ra/" the norms; when the norms are removed, the identities will all tumble too, 
including even the categories o f 'man ' and 'woman', not to mention compulsory 
heterosexual ity and binary opposition. 
Butler further argues that “the very notion o f l h c person' is called into question 
by the cultural emergence of those ‘incoherent, or ^discontinuous' gendered beings who 
appear to be persons but who fail to conform to the gendered norms of cultural 
intelligibility by which persons are defined" (23). This seems to bring us back to the 
argument that challenges the existence of a ‘self as the Aground' that preexists all the acts. 
If we have always been signifying a person, a 'self , according to his/her gender identity, 
now with the collapse of gender identities, what has bccome of the self? Is there anything 
intelligible in this? Or even is there really a “self’ in the first place at all? With this 
questioning mind about the very possibility of the existence of a unitary self as the base, 
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as opposite to CLiltLirc, society, or whatever works on or acts upon that self/base, the 
suhjoX using Kondo^s words in Crafting Selves, “bccomcs a site for...the play of 
shirting and potentially conflicting meanings" (36). When meanings are changeable and 
miiltiple’ there simply are unlimited possibilities. There will no longer be just one single 
‘Truth，,. This is extremely beneficial to the attempt to change gender inequalities and 
challenge gender assumptions since this challenge to the Truth, not only provides a site 
for possibilities and change about the contents of the ‘Truth,, it even helps challenge the 
very stereotypical ‘masculine, authority and therefore power of owning the Truth' — the 
one and only Truth' — which has always been associated with 'masculinity'. In other 
words, the definition of Truth' itself is being challenged. 
Jane Austen's female protagonist Emma seems to help illustrate the above idea 
about the “subject，, being a "site" for the "play of shifting and potentially conflicting 
meanings". Through looking at Emma's marriage that suggests both an act of submission 
and subversion simultaneously, and her relationship with two other characters, which 
respectively suggests her doubling up of the mentor/mentee axis, we see a character who 
subverts the idea of any fixed definitions of identities as she exhibits identities that are, 
precisely, "shifting and potentially conflicting". 
Austen's treatment of ‘marriage, is probably as (in)famous as the well-known 
first line from Pride and Prejudice.. "It is a truth universally acknowledged, that a single 
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man in possession of a good fortune, must be in want ()「a wife" (1). This immediately 
draws our allcntion to the economic significance of marriage. It is a ‘must, exactly 
Lx、causc the “single man,, has “a good fortune", which makes him “capable,’ ofpursuing a 
wife. Marriage in Jane Austen's time was more an economic and practical matter than a 
matter of romance. Marriage was also often considered a woman's ultimate goal and "the 
only proper ‘occupation’”, as suggested by Cy Frost in “Autocracy and the Matrix of 
Power: Issues of Propriety and Economics in the Work of Mary Wollstonecraft, Jane 
Austen, and Harriet Martineau" (255). A woman's marrying for money and a good living 
is also almost like “a truth universally acknowledged,’. 
Mary Wollstonecraft mentions a similar idea in A Vindication of the Rights of 
Woman. She says that "men, in their youth, are prepared for professions and marriage in 
not considered a grand feature of their lives; whilst women, on the contrary, have no 
other scheme to sharpen their faculties" (150). This is to say that women simply do not 
have other choices than to marry well to get a better living, or simply, to ‘‘survive，，. For a 
woman at the time to not get married is simply unbelievable, unthinkable, and impossible, 
just as reflected in Harriet's exclamation — "Dear mc! - it is so odd to hear a woman talk 
so!，’ after Emma tells her that she has “very little intention of ever marrying at all" (60). 
Emma does not seem to stick to her original plan though. At the end she marries 
Mr. Knightley, the most desirable gentleman in the story. All of a sudden Emma turns 
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h.om a story about one of the biggest subversions of norms for a woman to one with the 
most typical “liappy ending". In fact, some criticizc Austen and her novels for being 
submissive to norms and stereotypes by using her favourite ending — marriage — as the 
pcrfcct closure for all her novels. On the surface, Emma is seemingly another 
conservative story. 
However, if we look into the details of the marriage and the meaning of marriage 
in Emma's mind, we may find this seemingly conservative marriage between the hero 
and the heroine in the story to actually be at the same time subversive. Right at the 
beginning we are told that Emma has “very little intention of ever marrying at all" (60). 
Not only does Emma state her lack of desire to get married, she further explains the 
reason is that she does not need to get married: 
“I have none of the usual inducements of women to marry... without love, I am 
sure I should be a fool to change such a situation as mine. Fortune I do not want; 
employment I do not want; consequence I do not want; I believe few married 
women are half as much mistress of their husband's house as I am of Hartfield" 
(60) 
Emma here once again shows us marriage is no simple pure romantic issue. Rather, there 
are "inducements", and the "usual inducements" are to get "fortune", "employment", 
"consequence", and to be "mistress of [the] husband's house". Emma wants none of 
these because she needs none of these. She has everything that many of the other women 
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need to marry for and so it is made clear to us thai even if in in a is to marry, she is not 
marrying for economic reasons. Just to make it even dearer, Emma goes on: 
“…k is poverty only which makes celibacy conlcinptible to a generous public! A 
single woman with a very narrow income inusl be a ridiculous, disagreeable old 
maid... but a single woman of good fortune is always respectable, and may be as 
sensible and pleasant as anybody else!" (60) 
Here Emma explicitly juxtaposes the consequcnces of not marrying for a woman 
“with a very narrow income" with that of one “of good fortune". The situations of the 
two are opposite. In other words, "income" and "fortune", i.e. economic situation, 
determines the extent of the need of a woman to get married. As for Emma, being a 
woman with a “good fortune", she can stay single to be “respectable”，"sensible" and 
"pleasant". She can still live a good life. Emma docs not need to get married and if she 
does get married, her intention is not about fulfilling economic needs. Towards the end of 
the novel, we do find Emma marrying Mr. Knightley. But it is exactly this act of getting 
married in spite of her "unusual" situation that subverts the whole original, long-
established assumption and "meaning" of marriage. 
If economic reasons are not the "inducements" for Emma to marry Mr. Knightley, 
there must be other reasons that eventually give meaning to their marriage. If we track 
back through what Emma has said at the beginning, when she is talking to Harriet about 
her own view towards marriage, we find the meaning of marriage for her — it is to be a 
marriage for “love’,. She has none of the "usual inducements" to marry but she also says 
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“|\vas she I lo fall in love, indeed, it would be a different thing" (60). So, to her, marriage 
is a romantic thing but not an “economic” business. 
If this is the case, then Emma is immediately outside the conventional relationship 
that puts women in an inferior position in relation to their husbands because of the very 
“meaning，，and assumption behind marriage — the woman depending on the man to have a 
(better) living — a situation in which Charlotte Perkins Oilman tells very clearly in her 
work Woinen and Economics.. "The girl must marry: else how [to] live?" (86). Emma is 
the mistress of her house; that is how she will live. Although her father Mr. Woodhouse 
is still around, he is a rather "feminine" figure in the novel; in the house, he basically 
does nothing but sits by the fire all day long, worrying about other people not being warm 
enough, and getting over emotional when the governess has to get married and therefore 
leave him and his daughter. Emma is the one taking carc of him instead of the other way 
round. The Woodhouse family is not even close to a typically patriarchal family. Emma 
really does have nothing to worry about concerning 'living". She does not need the 
money; she does not need the husband either. Therefore she also does not need to be the 
inferior party. And by getting married still under such circumstances, Austen and her 
character totally subvert the assumed unequal power relations between men and women 
in marriage. In fact, it is only through actually getting married that Austen or Emma can 
truly subvert this assumed unequal power relationship between men and women in 
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marriage. If the marriage were not to take place, the character is at most showing his/her 
disapproval of, and unwillingness towards, entering such a relationship while still 
accepting the underlining meaning and resulting power relationship in a marriage. 
On top of showing her lack of interest in the men's fortune, Emma's marriage 
with Mr. Knightley further subverts the typical power relationship between the two 
genders through the most unusual arrangement at the lime, or even nowadays: the 
husband moving into the wife's original home. Mr. Knightley decides to move into 
Emma's house with her father and stay there at least until Emma's father's death. This 
again subverts the power relationship between husband and wife in a number of ways. 
First, the very act of putting the wife's concern and will to the fore is already suggesting a 
kind of dominance on the woman's side over the man. Moreover, when actually making 
the decision, the woman's interest seems to be more highly valued and therefore 
influential than that of the man's. And most importantly, Mr. Knightley, s moving in 
means giving up his own house, which not only means “he must be sacrificing a great 
deal of independence of hours and habits; that in living constantly with [Emma's] father, 
and in no house of his own, there would be much, very much, to be borne with" (320); it 
can also represent other kinds of loss — from the loss of independence to even the loss of 
personhood. 
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In 卜:mma and Mr. Knightlcy's case, Mr. Knighllcy is very concerncd about “how 
to be able to ask | Emma | to marry him without attacking the happiness of her father" 
(319). Mr. Knightley understands that Emma's conccrn is all about her father; and that 
her father's interest is always primary. Mr. Knightley pays attention to this point and he 
is making every effort to solve this problem. “He had been thinking it over most deeply, 
most intently" (319). Emma's interest is put on a higher priority than his. In fact, 
although it appears to be Mr. Knightley,s own decision to move in to Emma's and Mr. 
WoodhoLise's house, it is actually for Emma's sake thai Mr. Knightley chooses to 
accommodate and comply. It is debatable whether it is really Mr. Knighley's or Emma's 
agency that prevails here. Before Mr. Knightley,s decision to move in, Emma has made 
another decision: "While her dear father lived, any change of condition must be 
impossible for her. She could never quit him" (319). Kmma is so attached to her father; 
she decides to stay with him forever out of filial piety. And this is actually the answer she 
gives when Mr. Knightley asks her to marry him. It is a direct, firm answer; it is a 
statement. There is no sense of hesitation, indirectness, nor any hint of weakness. She 
makes things very clear. That is her answer. There just seems to be no room for further 
negotiation. Such a strong attitude is simply not stereotypical for women at the time. 
Moreover, this firmness also indicates Emma's freewill and possession of choice. In the 
end it is Mr. Knightley who "sacrifices" and follows l:mma，s will: “so long as [Emma's 
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father,s happiness - in other words, his 1 ife - rcquired I lartlleld to continue her home, it 
should be his likewise’，(319). 
irthe intention itself already reflects a non-patriarchal relationship between the 
man and the woman, since the woman's will is respcclcd, the actual move-in of the man 
even helps overthrow the whole women-become-mcn^s-property idea in marriage. Not 
only does it once again confirm the 'unnecessity' of him providing house, money, and 
living, it also contests even the very symbolic idea of the woman becoming his property 
as she moves into his house. In the nineteenth century, even the legal system suggests 
that for a woman, "her husband owned both her person and her services", and "all that the 
wife acquired by her labor, service, or act during 'covcrlure' became the legal property of 
the male", as Kate Millett suggests in Sexual Politics (67). So even though Austen's 
heroine may not be able to change this legal system, she is at least making a symbolic 
move that challenges the "wife-belongs-to-husband" idea once the woman is married as 
she does not live under his house and his protection. 
According to Richard Handler and Daniel A. Segal in "Hierarchies of Choice: 
The Social Construction of Rank in Jane Austen”，"offsprings are dependent in relation to 
parents" (693) while "women are dependent upon men” (694). "To 'marry off children is 
to ‘dispose’ of them，，and very often marriage for a woman at the time "gave her 
independence from her father, but only by placing her in a position of dependence on her 
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husband,, (694). I lowcvcr, in Emma's case, her not moving in to Mr. Knightley's house 
highly diminishes her dependence on Mr. Knightlcy, not to mention that she is also not 
even really dependent on her father before she gets married. She seems to be the one who 
carcs and protects her father more than the other way round, which originally defines 
how '-otTsprings are dependent in relation to parents: And since, according to C.B. 
MacphersoiVs idea in The Political Theoiy of Possessive Individualism, ‘‘to be 
‘dependent, upon another is to be incomplete as a human being, that is, to be less than 
fully human", we then might conclude, as Macpherson does, that ‘‘a person dependent 
upon another is ... not fully a person in his or her own right" (Macpherson 1962). In this 
sense, 'dependence, seems to be a factor that can affccl one's 'personhood, in terms of 
his/her extent as a "complete individual". Moreover, referring back to Handler and Segal 
again, “landed property affords greater independence than other forms of wealth" (695). 
As a result, Mr. Knightley's symbolic sacrifice of his “landed property" is almost a 
symbolic giving up of his "independence", while Emma never becomes more dependent 
on Mr. Knightley since she does not give up her own property, nor does she move into 
Mr. Knightley's “landed property". Instead, Emma stays “fully human" as she stays 
"independent". 
What is more is that property and personhood are related in the sense that a 
person needs something external, like property, to actualize his/her free will, which is 
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abstract, in order lo develop a concrclc "sel f , according to Hegel's property theory in 
/’//(_, Philosophy of Right. So, in other words, what is happening with Emma's not moving 
out and Mr. Knighliey's giving up his own property and moving in to Mr. Woodhouse's 
house is that, while Emma safeguards her individual pcrsonhood, Mr. Knightley, on the 
contrary, threatens his own "independence", or even the very development of his “self,, 
as well as his "personhood" as a complete individual. This in turn also helps safeguard 
Emma's position in relation to Mr. Knightley sincc there is "categorical superiority of 
independence over dependence", as Handler and Segal call it (693). Dorinne Kondo also 
states that “ideologies of selfhood are not innocent with respect to power relationships" 
(Crafting Selves, 1 14). So as Emma stays ‘independent,, she stays away from being 
inferior. Last but not least, “to be dependent is to be governed by the will of others" (692). 
As discussed in the previous paragraph, Mr. Knightley,s compliance then in moving in to 
Emma's and her father's house is indeed "governed by the will of others" — Emma's -
that is. This makes it fair to think that Mr. Knightley is ‘dependent, on Emma in a sense. 
All these completely subvert the original signification of marriage. 
Having said all the above, we still have to admit that Emma is still doing the most 
conventional and stereotypical thing the society expccts a woman to do. Entering a 
marriage relationship is almost symbolic of accepting all those fixed roles and categories 
of 'men' and 'women', since marriage, at least 'normally', is exactly about the 
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hclcmscxLial relationship between ‘men, and ‘women’. Once there is the recognition of 
compulsory heleroscxuality, it is difficult to stay away from the long established matrix 
of power between the two genders. Quoting Butler, “the performance is effected with the 
strategic aim of maintaining gender within its binary IVame — an aim that cannot be 
allribuled to a subject, but, rather, must be understood to found and consolidate the 
subject,, (191). The "performance" 一 the marriage - helps "consolidate" the notion of 
“men,, and “women,,. And with “the act of differentiating the two oppositional moments 
of the binary results in a consolidation of each term, Ihc respective internal coherence of 
sex, gender, and desire" (31), the categories of “merT and “women,，immediately 
reinforces the unequal power relation generally perccivcd in which woman is at the lower 
end. Even Emma, this powerful woman, shows to us this unequal relationship between 
her and Mr. Knightley on occasion. Mr. Knightley has always been this older brother that 
guides her and leads her to the right path. He is also a ‘、brother,, who takes care of her. 
This relationship probably will stay the same and in this sense, Mr. Knightley may have 
dominance over Emma as a kind of big brother. 
As Emma approaches her marriage, she is simultaneously approaching both her 
ultimate submission and subversion of stereotypical expectations. The same act (of 
getting married) allows Emma to go simultaneously towards two opposite ends of a 
continuum. Even for "ordinary", "typical" women, getting married is at the same time 
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going away IVom Ihc dcpcndcncc on fathers while becoming dependent on husbands. 
Botli nmma,s and other “typical women's" situations remind us of the negotiation of 
meanings which in turn suggest flexible and multiple meanings of not only the acts (of 
getting married here), but also of the intelligible significance and identities these acts 
imply. 
Besides, the flexibility of identities also relics on the "dialectical feature of [the] 
system of hierarchy" (697) between the dependent and the independent. Referring to 
Handler and Segal again, “to attain independence is not to isolate oneself from 
others...but to create particular relationships in which one's choices dominate or override 
those of others" (696). As in Emma, it is a matter of whether Emma's or Mr. Knightley,s 
choice is dominant; this decides the dependence of each in the relationship. These 
“hierarchical relationships between actors are never established once and for all. Rather, 
they must be enacted and reenacted - without any assurance that prior social relations 
will be reproduced" (697). This is exactly the idea of the “performative，，. The 
"relationships", and therefore the "identities", are cvcr-changing. Most importantly, they 
are created through the enactment and reenactmenl of norms that are culturally 
intelligible and give, again, culturally intelligible meanings. Emma together with Mr. 
Knightley enact and reenact their (shifting) hierarchical relationship as they repeat acts 
like dominating and subordinating in decision making that signifies “independence,' and 
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•'dcpcndcncc'' rcspcctivcly. This exactly provides the potential for changc through 
subversion as there is no “assurance that prior social relations will be reproduced". Butler 
suggests that the “persistence and proliferation" of "^gender identities' that fail to 
conform to those norms of cultural intelligibility" provide “critical opportunities to 
expose the limits and regulatory aims of that domain of intelligibility and, hence, to open 
up within the very terms of that matrix of intelligibility rival and subversive matrices of 
gender disorder" (Butler, 24). The need of repeating “norms of cultural intelligibility" 
gives the chance of failure which in turn brings possibilities and changes. Emma's failure 
in conforming to "norms" as she exhibits dominance and independence in her marriage 
with Mr. Knightley therefore becomes an act of subversion of stereotypes about women 
within the existing matrix, where the "norms of cullural intelligibility" expects a 
"woman" to be subordinate and dependent instead. 
Identities are always in negotiation and are multiple. Even the earlier idea about 
the “self’ being related to "property" shows how this “self，is always changing since it is 
relying on something else to give it identity. D. Hume suggests in "O f Personal Identity" 
that a person is "nothing but a bundle or collection of different perceptions", and, 
according to Margaret Jane Radin in "Property and Personhood", “the feeling of self-
identity over time is merely a persistent illusion" (964). The “self，has no foundation or 
essence. Instead, it is context specific and there simply cannot be any clear distinction 
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that separates “sell、，and say, “society” or “the work广 that gives it social meanings. “Both 
the rccnaclmenl of prior hierarchical relations (so-callcd continuity) and the construction 
ornew hierarchical relations (so-called change) alike emerge from the common process 
of、the symbolic construction of social relations", according to Handler and Segal (697). 
With this lack of essence, there can always be negotiation with no necessary or possible 
end points. “Cultural rules implicitly and inherently establish the possibility of 
contrastive alternatives" (697). Here "rules" in turn allow for "alternatives," since, as 
Butler argues, “the injunction to be a given gender produces necessary failures, a variety 
of incoherent configurations that in their multiplicity cxceed and defy the injunction by 
which they are generated" (Butler, 199). Exactly becausc of the existence of norms and 
mles that one has to follow to act out a certain identity, there is the possibility of ‘‘new’， 
identities produced from the failure in performing to rules and norms. 
Through Emma's marriage, which can be read as both an act of submission and 
an act of subversion, Austen is perhaps suggesting that it is problematic for us to have the 
tendency to casually decide on what meanings and identities an act signifies. Submission 
and subversion are generally perceived as in binary opposition, which is an either/or 
relationship that should have no tolerance for being both, neither, and/or anything in 
between. However, when Emma performs the one single act of getting married, she is 
actually going towards both ends of the binary. Perhaps this is a hint that acts and 
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qualities, as well as human beings and their identities, simply should not and cannot be 
considered in binary oppositions after all. There may be no simple distinction to tell us 
which of the two sides of the "binary" an act or a quality belongs to. One's “identity’, is 
also ever-changing. There is no end to the attempt to distinguish and categorize. Just as 
Emma approaches her marriage and at the same time approaches the two ends of the 
supposed binary — being submissive and being subversive — the negotiation is continuous 
and so is the construction of Emma as this "being" who continuously simultaneously 
performs different acts that signify different meanings, even contradictory meanings 
within one single act. 
Jane Austen seems to raise a similar challenge as she makes Emma both a 
"mentor" and '^mentee" simultaneously in her relationship with Harriet and Mr. 
Knightley respectively. The doubling up of Emma with two opposing roles suggests the 
possibility of one being at the two ends of a typical binary at the same time, which in turn 
represents an "indefinable" "being" who has discontinuous, shifting, and multiple 
identities. This "new being" helps subvert stereotypes as the ever-changing and non-
unified nature of it makes fixed definitions impossible. In the story, Emma is not only a 
friend and a sister, but also a teacher, and a mentor to I larriet. Right at the beginning we 
are aware of the special relationship between the two girls — "-[Emma] would notice 
Harriet]; she would improve her; she would detach her from her bad acquaintance, and 
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iiUroducc her into good society; she would form her opinions and her manners" (14). 
I Icrc \vc see Iimma a s s u m i n g a higher position of her own rather than simply enjoying 
Ibmale friendship with total equality between the two parties. Emma finds it her “duty as 
a friend, and [being] older than [Harriet]" (35) to bring I larriet to the society as an elder 
sister; to train her as a teacher; and even to control what sort of people Harriet is to meet. 
While Emma plans to mentor Harriet and considers that her "duty", Harriet values 
Emma's opinion and guidance. After Mr. Martin has proposed for the first time, Harriet 
runs to Emma, asking her for her opinion about the letter and even the proposal itself, i.e. 
to accept or not to accept. She keeps urging Emma, b e g g i n g , "dear Miss Woodhouse, do 
advise me" and “dear Miss Woodhouse, tell me what I ought to do" (35). Harriet simply 
sees Emma as a source for advice, guidance, even dccision-making in terms of right and 
wrong. 
Emma also serves as a figure who has the power to give advice, and to alter 
Harriet's judgment and decisions, sometimes even without Harriet noticing. Harriet cares 
a lot about what Emma thinks, as we see what happens after Harriet receives the proposal 
from Mr. Martin: Harriet "stood anxiously watching for [Emma's] opinion" (34). She 
values Emma's opinion so much that what Emma thinks is going to influence what she 
thinks, or what she believes she "thinks". In this particular incident in regard to whether 
or not to accept Mr. Martin's proposal, Harriet seems lo lose her own power of judgment. 
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She needs En1tna to tnake a decision for her; she also needs Etntna' s approval as to 
\Vhcther her "decision~ ', vvhich ironically is not even really her own deci sion , is " right". 
She asks En11na, ' 'do you think I atn right?" (36) after she "allnost made up [her] tnind to 
refuse Mr. Martin" (36). 
En1tna ' s power to alter Harriet ' s decision is n1ost atnazing when Harriet seems to 
be una\vare of her influence. Again , if we refer back to the incident of Mr. Martin ' s 
proposal , just as I said , it is not really Harriet's own decision to refuse at last, even 
though she believes it to be. Etntna keeps on etnphasizing that she "shall not give [Harriet] 
any advice and asks Harriet "[not to] itnagine that rshe I want[s] to influence [Harriet] " 
(35). But the fact is , Etntna actually says suggestive things like "if a wotnen doubts as to 
whether she would accept a tnan or not, she certainly ought to refuse hitn. If she can 
hesitate as to ' Yes ', she ought to say 'No' , directly" (35). First of all, she is leading 
Harriet to think that she is "doubting" , while in fact she is pretty tnuchjust "considering". 
Harriet ' s intention is probably just to share with Etnn1a her excitetnent about the proposal , 
and to ask Etntna for approval , since now she sees En1n1a as an elder sister and a tnentor. 
1t is not so tnuch about "doubts". Moreover, while En1tna is saying she will not tell 
Harriet what to do, she is in fact giving direct instructions that Harriet "ought to say 
'No "', although she does seem to put in the condition for this "No", which is "?[she can 
hes itate as to ' Yes' , she ought to say 'No' ". Etnn1a sounds all innocent here but she is 
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iL、all〉leading 1 larricl lo say “No” by making her believe that she is actually in lhal very 
"condilioii". 
l:jrima is good enough at this to add, “1 thought it my duty as a friend, and older 
山an yourself, to say thus much to you" (35). So what she is implying is that all she says 
and docs is solely for Harriet's own good. This makes her sound a lot more convincing. 
And with all those “/广s as shown in the previous paragraph, she also makes Harriet think 
that it is her own decision made after following her (nvn logical reasoning. In this way 
Harriet is less likely to blame Emma in the future if anything goes wrong, since it is her 
own decision; and Harriet is also less likely to regret her decision, since it is a decision 
that she makes after she reasons with herself and now she truly believes it is one that 
makes most sense to her. Emma is in fact being manipulative and making Harriet "make 
a decision" that is really Emma 's decision. And that, is the power of a mentor. 
While Harriet seems to be unconscious about lemma's influence on her decision, 
Mr. Knightley is definitely aware of Emma's influcncc and he is judgmental about it. He 
points out that Emma "puff[s] [Harriet] up with such ideas of her own beauty"; and what 
is worse is "vanity working on a weak head produces every sort of mischief (44). Here 
Mr. Knightley is exactly talking about Emma's influence on Harriet in making her think 
too highly of herself. That idea of "vanity" is actually crcated by Emma and it “[>ro/Vb"] 
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on a weak hcatf,. This explicitly indicates the power ()l、卜:mma as a mentor to influcncc 
lhal “weak heacT. 
In fact, both Harriet and Emma talk of Emma's power of influence on Harriet too. 
Harriet does seem to be aware of Emma's influence on how she looks at herself. We hear 
Harriet talk about how she can imagine herself pursuing men like Mr. Knightley. She 
says, “1 never should have presumed to think of it at first... but for you... but now I seem 
to feel that I may deserve him" (292). Harriet is explicit about Emma's influence in 
making her believe the said situation possible. After this conversation, Emma wakes up 
and realizes: 
who had been at pains to give Harriet notions of self-consequence but herself? 
Who but herself had taught her that she was to elevate herself, if possible, and that 
her claims were great to a high worldly establishment? If Harriet, from being 
humble, were grown vain, it was her doing loo (294) 
So both Emma and Harriet are actually aware of the power of Emma as a mentor. In fact, 
as early as the beginning of the novel, or the beginning of the acquaintance between 
Emma and Harriet, Emma already foresees the business of mentoring Harriet as “her 
leisure, and powers" (14). 
While we find Emma quite a big sister and a mentor, we find a similar 
relationship between Emma and Mr. Knightley — this time with Mr. Knightley having the 
power to control Emma while Emma being the little girl, just as Harriet is in the 
Emma/Harriet relationship. Throughout the novel, wc see Mr. Knightley being the big 
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hrothcr and ihc mentor, guiding and advising Emnvd (Vom time to time, iwcn lamina 
herself is conscious about how Mr. Knightley has "vvalchcd over her from a girl, with an 
endeavour to improve her, and an anxiety for her doing right" (295). The most explicit 
rnomem thai reveals this relationship is probably the lime after Emma "attacks" the 
Bateses at Box Hill. Mr. Knightley directly points out how "unfeeling" Emma is to Miss 
Bates. He certainly gives a hint of authority as he says to Emma, “it was badly done, 
indeed!，，(266), followed by "this is not pleasant to you, lilmina - and it is very far from 
pleasant to me". He is demonstrating his authority and power to judge and to blame. 
These are all direct judgments that leave no room for further discussions or explanations 
from Emma's side. He at last concludes by asking Emma to “some time or other do [him 
greater justice than [she] can do now" (266). So this is just like he has finished lecturing 
and now he is giving orders for improvement in the fulure after Emma learns a lesson 
from hiin. And when he is proposing to Emma, he rccalls these incidents of his lecturing 
Emma: "I have blamed you, and lectured you" (306). I le is fully aware of his superior 
position. 
Mr. Knightley exerts the same kind of power on Emma as Emma does on Harriet 
through his being mentor to her. Harriet gets really concerned about Emma's opinions, 
and Emma cares a lot about Mr. Knightley,s opinions about her deeds, her behavior, her 
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iudgmcm, as well as her personality. When Mr. Knightley expresses his disapproval and 
disagreement towards Emma's making Harriet refuse Mr. Martin's proposal, 
nmma made no answer, and tried to look chccrllilly unconcerned, but was really 
reeling uncomfortable, and wanting him very iiuich to be gone. She did not repent 
what she had done...but yet she had a sort of habitual respect for his judgment in 
general, which made her dislike having il so loud against her; and to have him 
sitting Just opposite to her in angry state was very disagreeable (45) 
Emma is “uncomfoi-table’，and finds Mr. Knightley,s disagreement with her views and 
disapproval of her behavior “disagreeable”. This already shows the effect of Mr. 
Knightley on Emma. On top of that, Emma actually explicitly tells us that she has ‘‘a sort 
of habitual respect for [Mr. Knightley's] judgment". The “respect，，is "habitual" so it is 
frequent; and more importantly, Emma is simply used to respecting Mr. Knightley's 
judgment. In other words, she will always respect no matter what. Emma takes Mr. 
Knightley's judgment as the authoritative judgment. 
More obvious parallels exist between Mr. Knightley and Emma as mentors, and 
between Emma and Harriet as mentees. The parallels suggest Emma's doubling up with 
opposite identities that are at the two ends of a typical binary. The contradiction and 
discontinuity of Emma's "identity" in turn indicates Ihc possibility of contradictory, 
multiple, and ever-changing "identities". Both Mr. Knightley and Emma are concerned 
for their mentees' "society" (19) and "acquaintancc|s|" (19, 25). Mr. Knightley has 
always been judgmental about the friendship between I jnma and Harriet. He thinks 
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T'thLs great intimacy between Km ma and 卜 larrict Smilh”| a bad thing, (23) and Harriet 
the very worst sort ofcompanion that Emma could possibly have" (25). Very similarly, 
IZmma expresses her disapproval towards the acquaintance between Harriet and the 
Martins: she “suspect[s] danger to her poor little friend from all this hospitality and 
kindness, and that, if she were not taken care of, she might be required to sink herself for 
ever,’ (17). She points out to Harriet that "misfortune of、| her] birth ought to make [her 
particularly careful as to [her] associates" (19). She continues, “I would have you so 
firmly established in good society...! want to see you permanently well connected, and to 
that end it will be advisable to have as few odd acquaintance as may be" (19). Both Mr. 
Knightley and Emma show concern about their mentccs, getting acquainted or forming a 
relationship, be it of the romantic kind or just friendship, with somebody inferior in status 
or sense and all that will bring them down. Mr. Knightley is concerned about Emma 
“[having nothing] to learn" (25) from the acquaintance but a feeling of superiority as 
compared to Harriet's “delightful inferiority" (25); while Emma is concerned about 
Harriet getting involved with people who are "inferior as to rank in society" and that it 
would be a "degradation" (43). 
So with these incidents, we see a parallel between the relationship of Emma and 
Harriet and that of Mr. Knightley and Emma, while in the two relationships, Emma is 
positioned at the two opposite ends of the mentor/mcntcc axis. In the former, Emma is 
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llic 'nicnlor\ the more powerful; while in the latter, she is the 'incntcc', the little girl, ihc 
oiic to be IcctLircd and trained. By simultaneously paralleling with two roles of the two 
characters who have taken up the two ends of the axis of the men tor/men tee relationship 
respectively, Emma is the one who doubles up and demonstrates the possibility of being 
at the two ends of a typical binary at the same time. In this way, not only is the binary 
opposition collapsed, the contradictory identities owned by one suggest the non-existence 
of a ‘unified self. There are instead many 'discontinuous selves' which make it 
impossible to signify one ‘intelligible, identity. A 'new being' emerges as someone who 
is indefinable because of its multiple and ever-changing identities. This helps subvert 
stereotypes as its ever-changing nature makes any fixed definitions impossible. 
The incident of Emma's intended matchmaking between Harriet and Mr. Elton 
precisely shows how one can be at the two ends of the mentor/mentee axis at the same 
time. It is a single incident, yet Emma simultaneously lakes up the two roles at the two 
opposite ends. Just as she "mentored" Harriet, she also gels mentored by Mr. Knightley; 
or even it is exactly because of her mentoring Harriet that she gets mentored by Mr. 
Knightley. As we see Emma shows her concern and Judgment, as a mentor, that Mr. 
Martin is not "Harriet's equal" (42), she gets lectured by her mentor, Mr. Knightley, 
about how “[Mr. Martin] is not [Harriet's] equal, indeed, for he is as much her superior in 
sense as in situation" (42); and similarly, just as Emma, again as a mentor, makes Harriet 
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hclicvc that she is to be ‘‘finnly established in good socicly" (19) and that the Martins arc 
simply not ‘‘good,’ enough, Emma also gets a lesson IVom Mr. Knightley about how 
Harriet “[has] no sense of superiority then. If she has it now, [Emma has] given it" (43). 
In incidents such as these, we cannot really casually decide on which role(s)— 
mentor or men tee — Emma is taking up. Does Emma's giving Harriet one more piece of 
advice make her more of a mentor; while one more scolding from Mr. Knightley makes 
her more of a mentee? It is obviously not calculablc. The roles are not in an either-or 
relationship. One's role does not have to be on either end of the seemingly binary 
opposition. One can be both a mentor and a menlec at the same time, neither one at all, or 
something in between — being partly but not completely a mentor and also partly but not 
completely a mentee. And more importantly, one's “identity’’ expressed through his/her 
role(s) is ever-changing; so one can never decide on where exactly a person lies on the 
axis of the seemingly binary relationship. 
In fact, Austen's intention to subvert through challenging fixed definitions is also 
apparent elsewhere. Just as discussed, power is present in mentoring; and with the 
stereotypical association of power with ‘masculinity,, ‘mentoring, becomes kind of 
‘masculine, too. Ian Watt also comments in his “Serious Reflections on The Rise of the 
Novel” that "feminine and adolescent values are painfully educated in the norms of the 
mature, rational and educated male world" (218). In other words, there is always the 
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pcrccplion thai the ‘masculine, is to educate and to mentor the 'feminine' with their 
^inascLilinc' ideas. Jane Austen seems to show disapproval towards these associations that 
contribute to fixed definitions of identities and qualities. If we look at the subject and 
focus of Emma's mentoring Harriet, we find that Emma's "education" for Harriet is 
mostly about what “real gentlemen" (21) are like, how to choose a good husband, or what 
and who a good husband is. Emma and Harriet do not read much: "[Emma's] views of 
improving her little friend's mind, by a great deal of useful reading and conversation, had 
never yet led to more than a few first chapters, and the intention of going on tomorrow" 
(48). Nor do we hear much about other forms of education and learning of 
accomplishments for ladies at the time, like piano playing, singing, or painting and the 
like. “It was much easier to chat than to study; much plcasanter to let her imagination 
range and work at Harriet's fortune, than to be laboring to enlarge her comprehension, or 
exercise it on sober facts" (48). With no effort and lime spent on "comprehension" and 
“sober facts", Emma's mentoring of Harriet is not the traditional sort of “serious 
education". Instead, Emma works on "Harriet's fortune”. She leads Harriet to the 
decision to refuse Mr. Martin; she also guides Harriet towards seeing men she has in 
mind as potential husbands. This kind of "education" about husbands and marriages just 
seems a lot more "feminine" than a typical "education" which usually focuses on 
intellectual knowledge and "sober facts". 
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Other than her education on husband hunting, the only other ‘‘pmjcct” Ihcy arc 
engaged in -- something thai Ihcy actually “work oiV\ is their riddles collcction. On first 
glance this seems to be at least something that requires some logic and intelligence, wit 
and a quick mind, which are all stereotypical qualities of men, and also what traditional 
education’ is about. But then on second thought, riddles are simply not as ‘serious, as 
‘traditional’ knowledge would be, not something that one would 'study', compared to 
those 'authoritative, subjects like history or religion. With Austen sarcastically telling us 
that “the collection and transcribing [of] all the riddles of every sort that [Harriet] could 
meet with" is "the only literary pursuit which engaged I larriet at present, the only mental 
provision she was making for the evening of life" (48)’ the whole activity sounds almost 
ridiculous. As Austen juxtaposes something as casual and leisurely as "riddles" with 
something as grand and important as "literary pursuit", especially when it is the “only，’ 
literary pursuit, she is being sarcastic and is highlighting the insignificance of the former. 
Moreover, the riddles are also the only "mental provision,,: so here Austen suggests that 
none of the other things Emma and Harriet are doing require any intellectual engagement. 
And just to make this riddle collection sound even less mentally challenging, we are told 
that the riddles are to be collected “into a thin quarto of hot-pressed paper, made up by 
her friend, and ornamented with ciphers and trophies" (48). Since Austen gives details 
about the kind of paper used and how it is "ornamented", instead of focusins on the 
O 
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⑶lUcnts of the collcclion, il seems that all Bmma and I larriet care about is appcarancc 
and beauty, which is again, stereotypically ‘feminine,. 
Thci-efoi-c, the mentoring from Emma is nothing conventional. Although it still 
involves power, the subjects it deals with are so 'feminine, that it overrides the strong 
association of power and mentoring with 'masculinity'. I^lmma's mentoring almost has an 
element of M^emininity' if you think about it stereotypically. So Austen not only 
challenges the lack of association between ‘femininity, and 'mentoring', she also 
subverts the very notions of mentoring itself. And sincc mentoring is related to power, 
this makes Emma's power a kind of power that is different from traditional kinds of 
power that is associated with masculinity. With the mentoring from Emma being an 
education on husband-hunting, it not only makes mentoring more 'feminine'; it also 
involves a sort of 'woman's power' that actually helps women to take a more active role 
and provides women with more choices in matters conccrning marriages. Emma talks 
about this 'power' explicitly. She is telling Mr. Knightley that Harriet will have “the 
power of choosing from among many" (44). 
Austen seems to suggest in Emma that there is a formation of a ‘‘new being" that 
forbids easy categorization in terms of gender. Under the same judging criteria, Austen's 
protagonist, Emma, is at the same time at the two ends of an axis of two relationships (Mr. 
Knightley/Emma and Emma/Harriet) that are, in truth, quite similar in dynamic. Emma in 
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siliuiltaiicoLisly being submissive and subversive as she gets married, is here also being 
mentor and mcnlcc at the same lime and thereby challenging binary oppositions. With 
AustcrTs subversion of binary relationships, she suggests the impossibility of 
distinguishing acts, qualities, as well as people into lixcd categories and types. Butler 
argues that “the specters of discontinuity and incohcrcncc [are] themselves thinkable only 
in relation to existing norms of continuity and cohcrcncc” (23). So Austen simply has to 
repeat to subvert. Her seeming reinforcement of stereotypes is really a challenge to the 
very assumptions that take us from gender norms to gender identities. 
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Clia[)tcr I wo - The Failed 'Hcroiiic(-to-bc)' in Northanger Abbey 
Jane Austen as a writer always demonstrates ambivalence in her work. When we 
think about Northanger Abbey, on the one hand it is a parody that mocks the Gothic 
tradition; but on the other hand, it is itself a Gothic fiction. There is no one simple 
interpretation as to whether Jane Austen is totally going against the Gothic tradition and 
all the preconceptions that come with it, or advancing the genre: "Austen's parody of 
Gothic conventions is dialogic, pluralizing meanings and transforming official norms" (7), 
suggests Jacqueline Howard in Reading Gothic Fid ion. And Linda Hutcheon also 
comments in A Theory of Parody: The Teachings of Twentieth-Century Art Forms that 
Jane Austen demonstrates through Northanger Abbey ‘‘a tension between her desire to 
exorcize the naive cliches of sentimental ‘womerTs, fiction and her inability or 
unwillingness to do so" (79). This ambivalent attitude is also demonstrated when Austen 
imitates the traditions yet subverts them through parody. Parody often creates an 
ambivalent reading. It may seem to mean two opposite things at the same time. This 
shakes the belief in a unified meaning of things. Ambivalence shows that not only can 
meanings be multiple, they can even be contradictory. 
Ambivalence is also found in terms of the construction of gender in the Gothic 
novels when considering the strong female writer in opposition to the often suppressed 
and victimized heroine. "Gothic feminist authors appear to be very angry, while their 
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heroines arc pointedly controlled and strategically n()l annoyed" (110), writes Diane Long 
• locvcler in “「caching the Early Female Canon: Gothic I cm in ism in Wollstonccrafl, 
RadclilTe, Austen, Dacrc, and Shelley". According to l:Mcn Moers, the female Gothic is 
“a genre written by women for women" (Moers, 1977). Robert Miles also comments in 
"Ann Radcliffe and Matthew Lewis" that the female Gothic is strongly influenced by 
works that “helped entrench the view that women's writing was principally concerned 
with expressing the inexpressible in female expericnccT (44). So while the "female 
experience" often involves the victimized but “not annoyed" "heroines", it is exactly 
these "victims" that allow the women writers of female Gothic to be "angry" and as 
Miles suggests, “absorbed in the struggle for sexual and political rights" (45). The 
ambivalence forbids one single interpretation and therefore one unified meaning when 
considering women's experience as well as their potential. In fact, Gothic fiction seems 
to have always been related to ambivalence and to encouraging multiple readings. It 
looks like they are never planned to be read with a single perspective and an assumption 
of a single voice. Maybe this is what makes them a powerful source of subversion against 
traditions and stereotypes, which depend a lot on Linidcd meaning. 
In Nortkanger Abbey, Jane Austen on the one hand parodies the idea of a typical 
‘heroine, by making her female protagonist express qualities and have experiences that 
resemble that of a "heroine's", but often in an exaggerated and ironic manner, while on 
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the other hand, Austen makes her female protagonist 111 11 out of the ‘heroine-type, 
altogether, as the protagonist, with the often twisted end, Tails to repeat what a 'heroine' 
should always experience. Catherine, the “heroine’，in Noiihanger Abbey, is and is nol a 
'heroine, at different times, or even, at the same lime. She is a "strange unaccountable 
character” (2). Perhaps Jane Austen's positioning of her female protagonist in an 
ambiguous and ambivalent position is an act which protests against the usual way of 
having fixed types as a typical ‘‘heroine，，，in which the boundary between a ‘heroine, and 
a 'non-heroine' is determined by norms and traditions, and by whether one has the 
“correct,’ experiences and qualities. 
Even though this way of using one's experiences lo determine his/her 
qualification for a category is a step ahead of the belief in ‘essence’，where one's 
belonging to a category is thought to be determined by inborn qualities that one naturally 
possesses, anthropologist Dorinne Kondo, who bases her work Crafting Selves on Judith 
Butler's ideas of the "performative", will still prove it problematic as this reflects a belief 
that we can determine one's category through looking al what 'qualities' or 'attributes' 
one has. I am going to relate Kondo's points about identity in general to the notion of the 
heroine as identity type in Gothic fiction. Kondo docs not believe in qualities and 
attributes that can be considered separable from an 'original', 'inner', 'self; or in other 
words, she does not believe in the existence of a 'self al all. These discussions from 
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llxcd qualities and types to the existence of a 'self arc not confined to the literary world; 
rather, the norms and traditions in literature have contributed to the expectation in the 
'non-fictionar world and become expected qualities and attributes for ‘women, as a 
category. Il is the same logic that applies when the 'qualities' are in fact 'acts, that people 
or the particular category repeat to construct their identities. It is not essential that we 
have certain qualities that characterize a certain identity; rather, we 'perform' repetitive 
acts that express a certain identity. But Austen demonstrates through her heroine the 
possibility of failure; this in turn challenges these conventional acts by showing how it is 
inappropriate or simply impossible to always assume the existence of conventions and 
fixed qualities. This is in fact also similar to Butler's idea of the "performative". This 
idea is indeed about the non-existence of a unified ^sclf prior to any meanings given by 
society. Through showing us possibilities of change and variations in terms of one's 
qualities and the non-existence of a ‘self, in No"hcwgL)r Ahbey, Austen challenges all 
those assumptions about fixed qualities and categories, while suggesting the existence of 
ever-changing, ongoing, and therefore multiple, shifting, or even contradictory, 'selves'. 
When Fred Botting talks about features of Gothic fiction in the introduction to his 
work The Gothic, he suggests that: 
tortuous, fragmented narratives relating mysterious incidents, horrible images and 
life-threatening pursuits predominate in the eighteenth century. Spectres, monsters, 
demons, corpses, skeletons, evil aristocrats, monks and nuns, fainting heroines 
and bandits populate Gothic landscapes as suggestive figures of imagined and 
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realistic threats. The list grew, in the nineteenth ccntury, with the addition of 
scientists, fathers, husbands, madmen, criminals... (Bolting, 2) 
IZveii if vvc just take a glimpse at these quotes, we rcali/.c that there are horrors and 
“faint丨ng heroines"; and then there are also “fathers,, and “husbands，, that are positioned 
parallel with "madmen" and “criminals,, in Gothic novels. It is not difficult to understand 
that males are the ones who create the horrors while the females are those who suffer 
from them. When the male characters form part of these "threats" while the female 
characters are being the threatened "fainting" ones, this suggests a gender relationship in 
which the females are in an inferior position since they demonstrate weakness as they are 
"threatened" and victimized by males. 
Catherine Morland in Jane Austen's Northern狀r Abbey reads contemporary 
Gothic fiction too. One of the most popular works al the time that Catherine often brings 
up is Ann Radcliffe's The Mysteries of Udolpho. Quoting Fred Betting's Gothic again, 
The Mysteries of Udolpho ’ s] four volumes Icll the story of Emily St 
Aubert...[Emily] overindulge[s] her sensibilities...Taken in by her aunt, Emily 
almost marries Valancourt, a similarly sentimental young nobleman. Instead, her 
aunt marries the Marquis Montoni and takes IZmily to Venice and thence to the 
castle of Udolpho. Montoni is the dark villain of the story who tries by menacing 
and murderous means to secure Emily's estates. She flees from his persecution 
and the imagined terrors of the castle by way of the mouldering vaults of a ruined 
Gothic chapel. Later, supposedly supernatural terrors are explained...Emily 
returns to France and to the security of an aristocratic family who live in the 
region in which she was born... With the return of Valancourt...domestic 
happiness is restored (66) 
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l:rom this extract, wc learn that there is a young woman, above all, being victimized by 
the absciicc of her parents and is “taken in by her aunt”. This guarantees a rather 
unfortunate background in the first place. And then Ihcrc is the "villain", the "castle", and 
tlie “ruined chapel” that provide the correct charactcrs and settings for the victimization 
of the women to take place. And even though the ''supernatural terrors" are "explained" 
eventually, once they have been inserted, they unquestionably create mystery and "terror". 
Catherine comments that these books ‘‘of the same kind’，are "all horrid" (27). And in all 
these books, the heroine is the one who is oppressed and victimized. Just like in Udolpho, 
Emily is the “fainting heroine" Dotting talks about; she suffers from horrors and terrors. 
Kate Ferguson Ellis gives an idea of a Gothic heroine in "Can You Forgive Her? 
The Gothic Heroine and Her Critics". She suggests thai one view is to look at the Gothic 
heroine “as an embodiment of the Victorian precept ^suffer and be still'" (259). Hoeveler 
also mentions that "the typical female Gothic novel presents a blameless female victim 
triumphing through a variety of passive-aggressive strategies over a male-created system 
of oppression and corruption (alternately known as the patriarchy)" (107). She talks about 
this even more explicitly later in her essay as she says that the heroines “are 
characterized...by repression and silence, by acceplancc or at least the pose of 
complacency" (110). 
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To sum up, a typical Gothic heroine is someone who experiences something like 
double victimizations as she, on the one hand, suffcrs, and, on the other hand, accepts the 
suffering silently. Tliese heroines are victims and arc powerless in the 'male-created 
system,. And then “something must and will happen lo throw a hero in [a heroine's 
way’，(5). ‘‘Must’，and "will" definitely tells us yet again about the pre-designed nature of 
the “heroic” experiences; on top of that, this quote also helps explain why victimization 
of the heroine works in favour of men in terms of the power relationship between men 
and women. With the heroine being victimized, it makes perfect sense to have a "hero", 
who is stronger and more powerful, to rescue the weak heroine, to save her. So under this 
victim-rescuer relationship between women and men, the unequal power relationship 
between women and men is reinforced again. 
Going back to The Mysteries of Udolpho that vvc have just looked at, we do see 
that after all the sufferings, “happiness is restored,,. I lovvever, even though "happiness is 
restored" at the end, it is in fact exactly this restoration that makes "repression and 
silence" of a woman, as I quoted from Hoeveler, bccomc something celebratory. That is, 
the novel implies that it is only through taking in the suffering silently that one can earn 
happiness eventually. This once again suggests the cclcbration of female victimization 
and weakness, which matches the features of Gothic fictions suggested by Botting as 
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niciUioncd. Moreover, this in turn creates yet another form of oppression towards women 
as weakness IVom them is encouraged. Female weakness has become a virtue. 
This leads onto another characteristic for a typical heroine — insincerity. Just now 
we have looked at how 'weakness, has become an cxpeeled feminine quality; however, 
ironically, these original assumptions about women's weakness can in turn become tools 
that some heroines "use" to get hold of power. These heroines are 'insincere' in the sense 
that they sometimes intentionally 'act' weak in order to gain sympathy, attention or even 
affection from men. “At [that] time meekness was considered the major feminine virtue", 
suggested David Monaghan in ‘‘Jane Austen and the Position of Women" (106). Popular 
works from that time like Richardson's Pamela also show “practiced modesty" as "a trait 
worthy to be admitted in a woman", described Carole Gcrster in "Rereading Jane Austen: 
Dialogic Feminism in North anger Abbey” (117). “Meekness’’ and "modesty" are 
expected from women. Women know this so well they will act and "practice" the 
qualities so that they are considered 'good' and 'feminine'. Mary Wollstonecraft also 
considers "modesty as the embodiment of insincerity". As 'modesty'/ 'insincerity' 
becomes a desirable 'feminine' quality, it becomes another quality that defines a 
'heroine'. 
Besides being insincere and acting weak, 'heroines' should also be insincere and 
act 'foolish'. In Northanger Abbey, at one point the narrator says, "a woman, especially, 
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if she have the Jni.~fhrtune of knowing anything, should conceal it as well as she can" (99). 
The quote sho\VS ho\v vVOJnen are expected to know less. lt is even a "1nisfortune" for a 
\YOnlan to be too clever; and if that's the case she ' d better '"conceal" it. In other words, a 
real clever vVOJnan should be clever enough to act dun1b. Only this will1nake her a "good 
won1an" as she n1atches the gender assu1nptions and fulfi lls men's expectation and desire 
for superiority. This second type of"insincerity" leads on to yet another quality of a 
typical heroine. On top of the devaluation of wo1nen ' s sense, there is also the 
exaggeration of their sensibility in Gothic novels, which eventually constructs this 
perceived weakness and inferiority of wotnen. And n1ore i1nportantly, this weakness and 
inferiority often beco1ne a virtue or a sign of fe1nininity. 
Again referring to Fred Botting in regard to Ann Radcliffe and her work The 
Mysteries o.f Udolpho, we read: "Radcliffe's heroines co1ne from the sentitnental genre of 
fiction in which fine feelings are signs ofvirtue and nobility. They have a tendency, 
however, to overindulge their etnotions, partaking too heavily of the cult of sensibility 
which flowered in the eighteenth century" (65). Radcliffe's works and heroines are 
probably representative enough to show us the general trend of the Gothic traditions. The 
typical Gothic heroines are creatures with excessive sensibility. Although Radcliffe tnay 
not be taking a celebratory attitude towards the excessive sensibility, there is no doubt 
that such sensibility tnarks one of the characteristics of typical "heroines" . With the long-
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term assLiniplion of the binaristic relationship between sense and sensibility, reasons and 
emotions, the overindulgence of emotions of heroines automatically brings together the 
suggestion of the inadequacy of sense. And in regard lo the point about the world and its 
culture being created for the benefit of men and according to men's standards and 
expectations, as in Hoeveler's “male-created system’,，sense is much more highly valued 
than emotions. As a result, women's sensibility bccomcs something that signifies their 
、veakness\ 
A similar occasion is when the narrator calls it an “advantage’’ for “a good-
looking girl" to have "an affectionate heart, and a very ignorant mind" (99). The 
“affectionate heart" represents “sensibility’’ while the '^very ignorant mind" represents the 
lack of 'sense'. Here we see a suggestion about the unimportance of sense for a woman 
when compared to sensibility. On top of the sense and sensibility binary opposition, there 
is also the suggestion about the mind and body opposition. The 'body' of a woman is 
much more valued than her 'mind', since as long as Ihc woman is "good-looking", having 
a "very ignorant mind" is not a problem; it is even an ‘^ advantage’，. 
Sensibility is what is highly regarded. This 'weakness' is celebrated when it 
belongs to women. Being weak is being virtuous and being weak is also being feminine. 
It becomes clearer now how the "male-created system” works. Since culture and our 
understanding of the world work according to male standards, the male creates 
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'meanings' that Ihcy can benefit IVom, i.e. meanings that will signify their superiority in 
relation lo women. In this case in regard to women's 'weakness', firstly, wc see men 
making 'sensibilities' the weaker attribute when compared to ‘sense’； secondly, they 
make this quality — sensibility 一 a virtue in women so thai women are encouraged to be 
'\veak\ They even make 'sensibility' and 'weakness' bccome qualities that women 
should have, qualities that define women. And women bccome what they are — the 
weaker species, as this 'male-created system' gives、vomen’ their meaning. 
Jane Austen laughs at these assumptions about the fixed qualities of typical 
'heroines' by imitating all the 'usual practices' and expectations towards 'heroines', but 
often giving the events 'twists' that make those expectations look stupid, or make the 
heroine ‘fail’ to fulfill those expectations. These 'failures' are in fact liberating in the 
sense that they challenge conventions and fixed qualities and categories, and even the 
assumption of a unified self. Also, as Kondo puts forward in her work Crafting Sehes 
suggests, ‘“selves’ [are] potential sites for the play of multiple discourses and shifting, 
multiple subject-positions" (44). Jane Austen seems lo demonstrate this as she presents to 
us a "heroine" who is sometimes more and sometimes less "heroic". And if there are 
really fixed qualities that are necessary to qualify a heroine as a "heroine", one being 
sometimes more and sometimes less "heroic" might mean one sometimes being a heroine 
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and sometimes "()t a heroine altogether. If this is Iruc, there is the question about where 
lies the ‘、milled se�广• 
Kondo puts forward in her work the suggestion that “the process of making sense 
of each other involves active efforts to force others ink) preconceived categories" (25). In 
other words, in the process of sense making, we arc always “actively” doing something to 
make one another become 'meanings' that already exist. Only these "meanings" are 
comprehensible. This helps explain the need of those fixed qualities that we have been 
talking about. Once we have to figure out what something means, and decide which 
'preconceived category' one belongs to, we will crcatc and depend on those predesigned 
fixed qualities. It is only when there are fixed qualities that we can distinguish different 
categories and make meaning, with those qualities forming the definitions. 
This is related to Butler's idea of the "performative" that decides how the 
repetition of comprehensible acts can signify categories and identities. The idea is 
actually suggested in Northanger Abbey as the novel highlights how its “heroine” 
Catherine is a "heroine" in the making - a "heroine'' who is learning and repeating those 
"acts" so as to become one . At an early point in the novel, we are told that ‘‘but when a 
young lady is to be a heroine, the perverseness of forty surrounding families cannot 
prevent her. Something must and will happen to throw a hero in her way" (5); and earlier, 
“but from fifteen to seventeen [Catherine] was in training for a heroine; she read all such 
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works as heroines must read to supply their memories with those quotations which arc so 
scrviccablc and so soothing in the vicissitudes oflhcir eventful lives" (3). It is rather 
explicit in the two quotes that Catherine is in the process of "becoming" a "heroine". And 
then they further suggest that there are certain things, including the appearance of a hero, 
and the reading of "all such works", that "must and will happen". Only these fixed 
qualities will provide the correct and intelligible "repetition of acts" to signify the 
"heroine's" heroic identity. 
What Kondo further questions is the existence of a binary opposition between 
'self and 'society', 'inner' and 'outer', i.e. the exislcncc of a ‘self that is 'original' and 
prior to all qualities and attributes that are added to it. Kondo writes: "you are not an ‘1’ 
untouched by context, rather you are defined by the context. One could argue that identity 
and context are inseparable, calling into question the very distinction between the two" 
(29). What Kondo is saying is that, the "I" has never been separable from the context, i.e. 
culture and society. The "meaning" of the "I" — what “I’，is - is given by the culture and 
context. There is no one ‘T’ that is "inner", "essential", “original’’，and prior to culture 
and the meaning that the culture gives it. This is why Kondo finds the idea of having 
"attributes" and "qualities" as something "gained" on top o/'the "true" ‘‘Self，，that is, a 
belief that an "inner se l f is opposed to some "outer factors", problematic too before we 
even consider whether qualities are "essential". Referring yet again to Kondo, “there is 
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no Imiiscciidcnlal signified thai commands authority and exists without signiHers or 
beyond signification (36). In other words, without the "cultural" signifler, the “signified’， 
“sell、’ cannot exist as it will not be comprehensible al all. With the inseparability of the 
“self’ and the “society’,，or the non-existence of anything "essential" and "inner" prior to 
culture and cultural “meaning,,, we should realize then that any fixed definitions or 
categories with fixed qualities are simply not possible a “unified se l f does not exist. 
Jane Austen highlights this impossibility of a unified "se l f as she parodies the 
Gothic conventions. She imitates the Gothic tradition throughout the novel; however, 
instead of trying to celebrate it, Austen is trying to make the whole thing seem ridiculous 
through her imitation. Austen imitates not only to draw our attention to the actual 
characteristics, such as victimizations, of the Gothic tradition, which are themselves 
laughable already; she also is trying to highlight the very existence of fixed experiences 
and qualities that are expected from all heroines, and through this, she further laughs at 
the ridiculousness in such expectations. That is to say, Austen laughs at both the nature of 
the qualities and the fact that there are these fixed qualities. 
The foremost is the parody of female victimization. As we have discussed, being 
victimized is one of the key elements that characterizes a "heroine". Jane Austen seems 
to take a similar view in terms of the "necessary" victimization of a woman to make her a 
"heroine". Austen starts her novel Northanger Abbey saying: "No one who had ever seen 
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Catherine Moiiaiid in her in fancy would have supposed her born to be an heroine”（I). 
Merc Jane Austen is suggesting that there are some essential qualities that come with 
one's birth lhal predetermine whether one is “bom” a heroine. She goes on to explain 
immediately why the female protagonist here in her novel does not qualify to be one: 
“Instead of dying in bringing [Catherine] into the world, as anybody might expect, 
Catherine's mother] still lived on" (1) and, her father "was not in the least addicted to 
locking up his daughters" (1). 
So what Austen seems to be saying is that, it is because of the fact that Catherine 
does not have a dead mother nor a perverted father that she is not "born to be an heroine". 
This reminds us of how the “heroine” in The Mysteries of Udolpho also has her parents 
removed and is “taken in by her aunt". In other words, experiencing tragic events, such as 
having a dying or ‘‘at least" a perverted parent, is what is necessary to make a woman a 
"heroine". Since Catherine does not possess any of these experiences, she is not 
victimized enough to fulfill the criteria to be a “heroine”. She "fails" to suffer in the first 
place, and this automatically "fails" her as a candidate for accepting the suffering silently 
too. That is to say, Catherine has just failed at both levels of suffering under my “double 
victimization" idea as mentioned earlier. Austen is being ironic when she implies here 
that the healthy family and Catherine's fortunate circumstances are disenabling of her 
becoming a "heroine". 
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Jane Austen further mocks the existence of such fixed qualities by parodying this 
category of Gothic and making the whole thing a Joke. As Catherine spends her first night 
in Norlhanger Abbey, her experience actually resembles what should always happen to a 
heroine as mentioned above: Catherine has her candic “snuffed and extinguished in one" 
(155), and there is “a violent gust of wind, rising with sudden fury" (155). And we reach 
the climax as we find out that there is “a high, old-fashioned black cabinet" (153) with "a 
roll of paper pushed back into the further part of the cavity, apparently for concealment" 
(154). 
Just when we are ready for a revelation of some terrifying discoveries, like what 
should happen in all other typical Gothic fiction; and J List when we believe that Catherine 
can "pass" for a "heroine", since she is going to be victimized, we learn that the “mil of 
paper" is nothing but "bills" (157). This immediately “mins，’ the previous shaping of the 
typical “heroine”. Not only is this a let-down for readers who are expecting to see how 
the “heroine,’ is going to suffer, this is also a mockcry as it trivializes the whole horror 
experience and just makes everything look foolish and almost funny. It is showing us 
that all those who are expecting something really terrifying to happen are just foolish, and 
that on all those similar occasions in Gothic novels, it is really only these people who are 
frightening themselves. 
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Another incidcnl where Jane Austen mocks the predesigned victimization and in 
general, all sorts of fixed qualities expected in the Gothic tradition, is when she trivializes 
the suffering of the “heroine”. Austen parallels the characteristic "suffering" of the 
“heroine’，with something as stupid as not being asked to dance. Catherine is sitting down 
at a ball and not dancing all because of Thorpe, who has engaged her beforehand to be his 
partner for the whole night but ends up leaving her alone for most of the time during the 
night. So Catherine is just as embarrassed as any other girl who is not asked to dance, 
despite the fact that she does actually have a partner. 
Jane Austen is very sarcastic as she parallels this embarrassment experienced by 
Catherine with the typical "suffering" experienced by typical "heroines". She describes 
Catherine's situation as follows: 
To be disgraced in the eye of the world, to wear the appearance of infamy while 
her heart is all purity, her actions all innocencc, and the misconduct of another the 
true source of her debasement, is one of those circumstances which peculiarly 
belong to the heroine's life, and her fortitude under it is what particularly dignifies 
her character (40). 
What is important here is not only the "disgrace" experienced by the “heroine”，but the 
fact that she is wronged, and that she deserves better treatment than she is having at the 
moment. There is "purity" and "innocence" in the “heroine,’，and yet she is suffering 
from "infamy" and "debasement". She is victimized mostly because she is experiencing 
a consequence in which the "true source" is not really her wrongdoings but “the 
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iiiiscoiidiicl of another". Kaciiig such misunderstandings and unfairness, the heroine docs 
not do anything but Ids the others wrong her. The unfairness to the heroine followed by 
her silent acceptance is what makes her a victim, and in turn, a heroine, as she faces the 
misunderstandings and accusations of the others with "fortitude". "[Catherine] suffered, 
but no murmur passed her lips" (40). This leads us back to the point about the heroine as 
one who "suffer[s] and [can] be still" (Ellis, 259). So besides the more direct 
victimization, there is also the celebration of passivcncss, silence, and fortitude of women, 
which indeed is another form of victimization too. 
In fact, for this dancing incident, the "suffering'' of Catherine is hardly "suffering" 
at all. As suggested by Hoeveler, "not to be noticed and praised by a room full of strange 
men - not to be the object of the obsessive male gaze, is for Catherine almost as 
ignominious a fate as an attempted kidnapping and rape in the gothic arsenal of shock 
and abuse techniques" (132). Drawing a parallel between things as serious as 
"kidnapping and rape", and things as trivial as not being noticed and wanted at a ball, 
Jane Austen laughs at the intention to victimize women in the conventional Gothic world. 
This once again proves how the victimization of a woman is necessary to qualify or even 
signify one as a "heroine". The victimization has become an intelligible sign to signify a 
corresponding intelligible category - the "heroine". 
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There are moments when Catherine docs get closc to some more serious moments 
of "victimization" instead of the trivial ones like not being asked to dancc as Just 
mentioned. One of these occasions is when Catherine has an appointment with the 
Tilneys to go for a walk. The Thorpes and her brother dcceive her and say that they just 
see the Tilneys going away and so the original plan for the walk must have been given up 
already. Catherine believes them and so she goes out with them, only to realize when she 
sees the Tilneys walking towards her place, that the Tilneys are still thinking that they are 
to meet up with Catherine as planned. Catherine then understands that she has been 
tricked by the Thorpes. Catherine is tricked; she is also prevented from doing what she 
wants to do — to go out with the Tilneys; and she will also probably be thought of as rude 
by the Tilneys. All these seem to finally put Catherine in a real situation of victimization 
where she is one step closer to being a "heroine". 
On top of being deceived, Catherine “suffers” further during her outing as she 
requests John Thorpe to stop his carriage immediately. Instead of stopping his carriage, 
John "only lashed his horse into a brisker trot" (75). Catherine again ‘‘entreated him to 
stop" but then John "only laughed, smacked his whip, cncouraged his horse, made odd 
noises, and drove on" (75). Catherine is completely helpless and powerless; and here she 
is victimized again as she has no control over what is happening to her. Moreover, with 
her going away with the Thorpes while she has an earlier arrangement with the Tilneys, 
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ihc 1 ilncvs, without knowing that she has been dcccivcd and tricked, will Unci Catherine 
a rude and impolite girl who has slighted them and shown them no respect. Catherine is 
then being victimized yet once more. 
However, contrary to those more significant “victimizations’,，there are occasions 
when Catherine is only almost victimized, but not totally so, because the victimization 
actually "fails" at the last moment. One episode is when, again, the Thorpes and 
Catherine's brother try to make her go on a day trip with them, but Catherine "fails" to 
suffer as she does not go at the last minute. It is a narrow escape since when the Guardian, 
Mr. Allen, hears about the trip, he describes it as “not at all the thing". Mr. Allen 
exclaims at the thought of Catherine and the Thorpes being "young men and women 
driving about the country in open carriages" and "going to inns and public places 
together" (92). He points out directly that “it is not right" (92). So if Catherine would 
have gone, she is likely to be disgraced. But then Catherine has not gone. She even “truly 
rejoiced to be preserved by [Mr. Allen's] advice from the danger of falling into such an 
error herself (93-94). Catherine is saved. And exactly because of that, she is unfit for the 
category of "heroine" as referring back to previous quotes, “to be disgraced in the eye of 
the world... is one of those circumstances which peculiarly belong to the heroine's life" 
(40). Catherine is saved from disgrace and so she is no longer qualified to be a “heroine,， 
in this incident. 
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Catherine lirst l ~1ils to suffer fro1n the disgrace and infa1ny that she would have 
caused hersel r by riding on open carriages with strange n1en; she further fai Is to fall into 
the category of ''heroine" as she fai Is to suffer fro1n the accusation of the party which 
urges her to go . Just as we think that she is accused of being the source and trouble and of 
ruining their plan, we learn that Catherine si1nply will not let herself be blamed when it is 
not her fault. For one thing she has a choice, for another she is previously engaged with 
fvliss Tilney already. So she has all the reasons to reject the Thorpes' invitation, even 
without 1nentioning the reason about the potential disgrace from riding on open carriages 
with n1en. With her own reasons, Catherine "could not repent her resistance" and she has 
the "conviction of being right" (89). She is finn and happy about her decision and so she 
is saved fro1n the victi1nization of being accused of ruining the plan and suffering fro1n it 
silently. All these fail to 1nake her a typical "heroine", vvho should "suffer and be still". 
Catherine has enough sense to reason with herself and convince herself that she has done 
the right thing. She is not to be wronged and victi1nized. 
Furthennore, Catherine "fails" yet another tin1e as she tries to "ease her 1nind, and 
ascertain by the opinion of an unprejudiced person vvhat her own conduct had really 
been" (92). She is wise enough to consult Mr. and Mrs. Alien, and they do show their 
approval towards her action, saying that they are actually "glad [she does] not think of 
[going with the Thorpes]" (92). Catherine is then ''greatly relieved by Mr. Alien' s 
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approbation of her own conduct” (93). So what wc see is a young lady who can reason 
and who will use different ways to convince others and herself that she has done the right 
thing. She will not just silently accept the others' accusation and suffer in it. The 
‘‘silence，，and "repression" required in typical "heroines" seem to be missing in 
Catherine's character. In this particular incident wc see her speak out; and she even seeks 
assurance from others. 
Even, at the last, when we think it is finally Catherine's time to suffer when she is 
sent home by General Tilney; when all of a sudden it appears that she will be punished 
and therefore disgraced and probably blamed by her parents, to our surprise, we learn that 
Catherine “was even happy" as she gets home and is ^'surrounded" and "caressed" "in the 
joyfulness of family love" (217). With such a loving family, Catherine has just escaped 
from another victimization and so "failed" to pass as a complete "heroine". It is another 
“let-down,，if we are thinking that maybe Catherine will get a chance to be victimized 
during her journey home from North anger Abbey. When we are wondering if something 
bad will happen to Catherine, since it is a long journey and she is all alone, or whether at 
least she will be scared, we learn that "Catherine was too wretched to be fearful. The 
journey in itself had no terrors for her" (214). One more time Catherine “fails，，her 
potential victimization; and one more time Catherine is proved to be an incomplete 
heroine. These failures bring us to think about whether il is possible to actually have 
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categories a I all. Docs the "incompletely heroic" Catherine belong to the category ()r 
''heroine'"? 
So Jane Austen both parodies the idea of a typical ‘‘heroine，’ as well as makes her 
female protagonist fall out of the “type，，altogether. On the one hand Catherine Morland 
resembles a ''heroine" as she ‘‘suffers’，in some occasions, and on the other she fails to be 
a “heroine” as she either "fails" to really suffer at the end or her "suffering" is so trivial it 
is like a joke. Every time there is the aspect of parody which seems to help build up a 
“heroic” scene. However, this is also often followed by a sudden twist that turns things 
around, resulting in a non-victimized woman, and therefore a woman who falls out of the 
“type,,— the ‘‘heroine,，. 
The second major parody is based on Catherine's failure in being “insincere’，and 
failure in demonstrating qualities like meekness and indifference in interactions with men. 
At one point the narrator points out that "the smile and the blush, which [Mr. Tilney's" 
sudden reappearance raised in Catherine, passes away without sullying her heroic 
importance" since "he did not see her" (41). So thai is to say, if Mr. Tilney would have 
seen Catherine's "smile" and ‘‘blush,，，her "heroic importance" would be “[sullied]’，. It is 
lucky that Mr. Tilney does not see it; but Catherine has already failed in having “no 
smile" and "no blush", which, according to this quote, are qualities for a ‘‘hemine’’. 
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Another suggestion of Catherine's failed indilTcrcncc or at least outward 
iiiditTcrcncc is when Catherine tries to explain to the Tilncys why she has run away from 
an appointment with them without even leaving a note. As Catherine does so, the narrator 
describes that “instead of proudly resolving in conscious innocence.. .and to enlighten 
Mr. Tilney] on the past only by avoiding his sight, or flirting with somebody else, she 
took to herself all the shame of misconduct" (81). And before the narrator actually 
describes these actions taken by Catherine, she comments that “feelings rather natural 
than heroic possessed [Catherine]" (81). So from here, the first thing we see is that being 
“hemic,, means being not "natural"; "heroic" and “natural” simply goes in different ways. 
Moreover, we get some information about what is “unnatural’’： "conscious innocence", 
and “avoiding [the man's] sight" - these, are "heroic'' acts. Other than being ‘‘unnatural，’， 
these acts almost demonstrate something like what wc have earlier — the "passive-
aggressive strategies" taken by women within the “malc-created system". The “heroine” 
is to passively accept and adapt to the "male-creatcd system" by aggressively acting out 
what is expected from her in order to take over the situation and in turn possess power. 
Just like on this instance, if Catherine is "heroic" enough, she should "act" aggressively 
"indifferent" which demonstrates "passivity"; she should also be consciously and actively 
"innocent", which again is another demonstration of passivity since it represents an 
acceptance of what men want. If Catherine manages lo do all these, she is “heroic” rather 
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than ‘‘natumr. But again Catherine fails to be "unnatural" and therefore fails to fliinil 
another crilcrion of being a “heroine,,. 
Jane Austen also explicitly mocks the expectation about women's foolishness 
which in turn only forces women to act foolish even if they are not. When Catherine 
“was heartily ashamed of her ignorance" when she cannot catch up with the male Tilneys 
in some sort of intellectual discussions, Austen describes that as "a misplaced shame" 
(99). Jane Austen goes even further when she says that for a "beautiful girl", "natural 
folly" is an “advantage，，. She goes on, "imbecility in females is a great enhancement of 
their personal charms" (99). By explicitly pointing out how foolishness is expected and 
even desired in women, Jane Austen is ironic about both the existence of expectations 
towards the type as well as the nature of it. 
Jane Austen uses parody to point out the ridiculousness of assuming the existence 
of fixed qualities or fixed types. Kondo's suggestion of the "preconceived category" 
helps explain our intention of having assumptions and expectations of fixed qualities to 
distinguish categories and types. In Northanger Abbey, Jane Austen introduces her 
heroine entirely through comparing and referring to her in reference to a typical 
"heroine". After suggesting in the very first sentence that “no one who had ever seen 
Catherine Morland in her infancy would have supposed her born to be an heroine，，（1)， 
Austen keeps coming back to the notion of "heroine" and what is "heroic" as she 
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dcscrihcs Catherine. For example, after describing Catherine's family and birth, Ibllowed 
by her appearance, Austen comments that “and not less unpropitious for heroism seemed 
her mincT (I). So Austen here is explicitly talking about how "heroic" (or not) Catherine 
is. Other references include how Catherine is one “who had by nature nothing heroic 
about her” (3) and her lack of drawing skills means she ‘Tell miserably short of the true 
heroic height" (4). 
All these portrayals of Catherine require our prerequisite knowledge of the 
“preconceived category" 一 "heroine", and "heroic" qualities — and so on before we can 
understand what Austen is talking about. And Austen is depending on this entirely to 
communicate to us what this character is like. Most interestingly Austen is referring to all 
these as the character's "nature" and "birth", as if these are all "essential" and "original". 
When this portrayal of the "essential" side of the character actually depends on the type 
“heroine” and requires prerequisite knowledge of the “type”，Austen has just 
demonstrated to us rather clearly the dependence on something "cultural", as in having 
the knowledge of the "type", to define a person even if we believe that we can single out 
his/her "essential" "se l f and talk about it separated from the ‘‘culture’，. 
It is actually very explicit in North anger Abbey that this is a novel about a 
"heroine" learning to be a "heroine" and being influcnccd by other "heroines" from other 
books. The narrator comments: "if the heroine of one novel be not patronized by the 
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heroine of another, from whom can she expect protection and regard?" (24). The narrator 
is expressing how totally reasonable and indeed expcctcd it is for her heroine Catherine to 
look upon other heroines and be influenced by them. In fact, Northanger Ahhey is a self-
reflexive novel where we are well aware that the female protagonist is not just a woman 
but a ‘‘heroine” — a literary type — in the fictional world. As a result, the notion of "types" 
and “categories,, stands out. 
In fact, we can expand the discussion on "heroines" as the "preconceived 
category" to the larger question of "women" as the ‘‘preconceived category". The logic is 
just the same for any categories of different levels oncc we have touched on the 
discussion on the ‘‘self’. Although it is only "literary types" that we have been talking 
about, the idea of “literary types" is really similar to that of Kondo's "preconceived 
category". The two terms and ideas are similar in the sense that they both are identities 
with conventions attached to them and there are norms that characterize them and at the 
same time restrict them. As a result, it seems fair to consider these literary norms like the 
Gothic tradition together with norms and culture in general in society. 
We have looked at Kondo's challenge towards the distinction between the "se l f 
and the "culture". Similarly, Avrom Fleishman describes in "The Socialization of 
Catherine Morland" the great influence the ‘‘culture’’ on the "individual", if they are 
separable at all. Fleishman says, "Catherine... is matchcd against not one or another of 
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ihc anlagonisls cncounlcrcd in the course of her travels, but against the entire network of 
lac it assumptions and habitual behavior which consliUilcs the individual's cultural 
milieu” (649). He goes on to say that Northanger Ah hey has a "systematic exploration of 
the variety of forms which culture provides to constitute the individual mind — a culture 
including not only literature and moral dicta but esthclic norms, historiography, language, 
and several kinds of rhetoric" (650). The "culture" will decide on ideologies and 
“meanings’，of things; the "individual" is one who is constructed along the construction 
of such meanings. 
Although Fleishman seems to still assume a distinction between the culture and 
the self, he mentions an important idea about "esthclic norms" “constituting] the 
individual mind", which actually suggests the inseparability of the culture and the self. 
The "esthetic norms" here are the norms in the Gothic tradition and the norms of having a 
“heroine，，victimized. The "norm" also decides the qualities of the "preconceived 
category" suggested by Kondo. Catherine therefore has to “[take] her literary 
experience...not as simple schemes for perceiving the world around her, but as highly-
charged symbols whose forms add shadow and depth to the prosaic" (Fleishman, 662). 
Fleishman continues: "[Catherine] must learn to take the Gothic novels not as alternatives 
to the given but as enrichments and articulations of it" (662). Norms and traditions in the 
Gothic world form part of the overall "culture" that wc have been talking about, one that 
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coiUribiilcs lo I he conslruction of the ' 'self. These norms and traditions also help define 
the "prcconceivcd categories''. 
Fleishman also quotes Lloyd W. Brown's Bits of Ivory: Narrative Techniques in 
Jane Austen \s Fiction: 
The abbey has been endowed with its own individual personality, and the primary 
function of this identity lies in its stubborn resistance to the patterns of Gothic 
meaning that Catherine tries to force upon il. Simultaneously, the aura of 
imaginative splendor which overexcites Catherine serves to rebuke the crass 
materialism of the building's owner. In effect, Northanger Abbey is a satiric 
projection of the highly subjective nature of the symbolic process itself. 
Particularly in the cases of Catherine and General Tilney, it is emblematic of the 
way in which means of communication like symbols can also be psychological 
and moral experiences (80-1) 
In other words, literary conventions will definitely inHucnce the perception of the world. 
This idea is similar to that of “preconceived category”. Only that the latter refers not only 
to literary conventions, but to all other conventions in our culture. Again quoting 
Fleishman, "just as Catherine's visit to Northanger Abbey is heightened by Gothic 
associations, her image of its proprietor is given vigor and color by her literary sense" 
(Fleishman, 663). Catherine's knowledge of the convention and her literary sense 
actually form part of her experience at the Abbey. What she "experiences", or rather, 
what "meaning" she "makes" from those "experiences" at the Abbey depends on the 
Gothic tradition and literary convention, just as when vvc make sense of a person, the 
“preconceived category" is always there right from I he beginning, affecting our whole 
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meaning making and eventually, Ihc meaning, i.e. what that person is, is totally 
dependent on what ihc outside world has to give it. 
In Nor!hanger Abbey, it is because the “tempcsf，that ‘‘rage[s] round a corner of 
the ancient building, and dose[s] with sudden fury a distant door" are "characteristic 
sounds”，that Catherine will understand them as sounds that she has to be scared of, as 
these sounds “brought to her recollection a countless variety of dreadful situations and 
horrid scenes" (151). It is because there are "Henry's words" about how in Gothic novels, 
there is always the “ebony cabinet which was to escapc her observation at first", that 
Catherine will get really curious and almost frightened of a “high, old-fashioned black 
cabinet, which...had never caught her notice before,，(153). And it is also because 
Catherine is “well read in the art of concealing a treasure" (154), that she will believe the 
“mil of paper pushed back into the further part of the cavity" is "apparently for 
concealment" (154). And of course, last but not least, there are all the assumptions about 
what a typical "heroine" should be like, that we will understand Catherine in relation to 
the category, as to think of her as a "heroine" or a “non-heroine，’，and to understand her 
actions and qualities as "short of the true heroic height”（4) or her person as “by nature 
nothing heroic" (3). 
Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick also says in her essay “The Character in the Veil: 
Imagery of the Surface in the Gothic novel" that “In the Gothic view.. .individual identity, 
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including sexual identity, is social and relational ralhcr than original or private" (257). 
She explains, ^'recognition of fictional material as 'conventional' affects the perception of 
content as well as of form" and also "undermines the traditional typology of Gothic 
characters" (257). This agrees with Fleishman's ideas about the significance of traditions 
as well as with Kondo's "preconceived categories". 
The “self，is always context-specific and it is only through the society-given 
meaning of it that makes it what it is. “‘Self is constituted culturally, but in its presence, 
supported by notions of referential meaning, 'the self takes on the character of an 
irreducible essence, the Transcendental Signified, a substance which can be distilled out 
from the specificities of the situations in which people cnact themselves" (35). The “Self’ 
is perceived to be something "inner" and "original" only because of the "outer" meaning 
given to it. This "se l f is constantly forming and changing as the "outside" world changes. 
The two are inseparable and interrelating; and one docs not preexist the other, nor does 
one create the other. 
In fact, this argument depends a lot on how it is always the external culture that 
gives what is believed to be internal and essential its meaning. One scene in Northanger 
Abbey can actually be read in relation to this idea as well. Our whole understanding of the 
novel does depend on our presumptions about the novel as a Gothic novel and the female 
protagonist as a Gothic heroine too. In the episode where Catherine spends her first night 
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a I Northanger Abbey, wc learn that “tlie wind roared clown the chimncy, the rain beat in 
lorrciils against the windows, and everything seemed to speak the awfulness of her 
siUiatiorT (153). So now Catherine just interprets and understands "everything" as things 
that ‘‘speak the awful ness of her situation". It does not even matter what happens or what 
thing it is; it is already in Catherine's perception thai what she encounters is bound to be 
'‘awful”，since she is now in a circumstance where she “「clt for the first time that she was 
really in an Abbey" (151). It is her preexisting knowledge and feelings towards ‘‘an 
Abbey" that decides what meanings she makes from what she encounters; or in other 
words, what she encounters. This is even more explicitly suggested as we are told that 
“[Catherine] had not been used to feel alarm from wind, but now every blast seemed 
fraught with awful intelligence" (155). The objective thing - "wind", does not change; 
however, Catherine's perception is "now" different. The meaning of this objective thing 
changes accordingly. In other words, there is nothing that is truly "objective". This proof 
of the impossibility of truly “objective,，things helps explain the non existence of an 
original and unified "se l f that is untouched by culture and society. 
If we talk about these in terms of the signified and the signifier, with the 
"original" “self’ being the signified, we will see how there must first be the culture and 
the language as the "signifier" before a thing or an idea as the "signified" becomes 
comprehensible and has its meaning, or even, “exists” as what it is. Bringing it back to 
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the discussion on categories and identities, it is our attempt to 'make sense' that wc (brcc 
all “signified’，into neat, comprehensible “significrs’,’ and very likely wc simply refuse, 
consciously or not, ‘‘signiHeds” that are in-between, confusing, or unclassifiable, because 
being indefinable is simply unacceptable, as that forbids us to make sense. However, 
those in-betweens do exist. Because of the non-existcncc of any "original" "Se l f as a 
pure "signified" preexisting and untouched by the “outer” culture, this “self’ is actually 
all about multiplicity and flexibility. 
Relating this back to Northanger Abbey, Catherine's identity as a “heroine,, is a 
“preconceived category" that is already existing; and Jane Austen exaggerates and 
therefore highlights the process oi forcing one into a preexisting category as she too 
forces Catherine into the category of "heroine". Only that in the process, we realize the 
difficulty of always putting people as unified selves into neat categories. Jane Austen 
employs non-unified narrative voices, which in turn highlight multiplicity and laugh at 
the assumption of the existence of unified selves. One of the most mysterious and 
"Gothic" scenes in Northanger Abbey is probably the one describing Catherine spending 
her first night at the Abbey. Throughout the chapter, wc can almost feel how hard 
Catherine is trying to comfort and convince herself that there is nothing in the Abbey to 
be scared of. “In a house so furnished, and so guarded, she could have nothing to explore 
or to suffer, and might go to her bedroom as securely as if it had been her own chamber at 
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l:u��crton，, (151-2). But at Ihc same time, we also see Catherine's thoughts slipping into 
the narrative voice that suggest her actual discorn fort and worries. We learn from the 
narration lhal there is an old chest in Catherine's room in the Abbey. As the narrator 
describes details of the chest, we find out that the "handles" of it are "broken perhaps 
prematurely by some strange violence" (148). Even though there is no explicit indication 
that this is Catherine speaking, such subjective comments make it highly possible that it 
is indeed Catherine's thought. Similarly, when Catherine tries to open the lid of the chest 
and finds it difficult to do so, it is “for something seemed to resist her efforts" (148). The 
same superstitious suspicion is observed yet again when Catherine is actually ready to 
open that same lid with all her strength. We are told that the lid should open "unless 
secured by supernatural means" (149). In fact we arc never sure about whose voice it is 
even though on the surface, it is just the omniscient narrator speaking. The strong sense 
of subjectivity in the interpretations on originally objective events and observations 
suggest the intrusion of Catherine's voice. 
There are indeed moments that we are sure lhal it is Catherine speaking, or at least, 
thinking — with Jane Austen's use of direct speech. It seems that very often, these direct 
speeches occur when it is Catherine trying to convincc herself that there is nothing to be 
scared of, and that she is brave and she feels pleasant at the Abbey. For example, when 
Catherine first arrives at the Abbey, we hear: 
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‘1 low much better is this； said [Catherineas she walked to the lender; ‘how 
much bcllcr lo find a fire ready lit, than to have to wait shivering in the cold, till 
all the lamily are in bed, as so many poor girls have been obliged to do...! low 
glad 1 am that Northanger is what it is! If it had been like some other placcs, I do 
not know that, in such a night as this, I could have answered for my courage; but 
now, to be sure, there is nothing to alarm one’ (1 52) 
This is a direct quote of Catherine's thought. She is talking to herself, making herself 
believe that she is “glad’’ that she is at Northanger where there is "a fire ready lit" and so 
on. So when comparing this with the above expressions of thoughts that are seemingly 
the narrator's but suggestively Catherine's, we will nolicc the non-unified nature of 
Catherine's voice, or even, “self’. Also, the narrative voice is split too with the intrusion 
of a character's thoughts into the omniscient narrator,、 
With the split of the narrative voice, Austen demonstrates the possibility of a non-
unified self that does not fall into any distinct “preconccived categories". The possibility 
of people's failure to fall into distinct categories also suggests the possibility of people 
belonging to different categories at the same time. Quoting Kondo again, 
notions of identity [is] enactment and rhetorical assertion ... 'even' individual 
identities are contextually constructed within fields of power and meaning and 
cannot be easily separated from specific situations, from culturally specific 
narrative conventions, or from abstractions wc label history, politics, and 
economics. Identity here is not a unified essencc, but a mobile site of 
contradiction and disunity, a node where various discourse temporarily intersect 
in particular ways (47) 
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Sincc ihc individual identity depends entirely on ‘。cxtcmal” things, surely it is multiple, 
llcxible, and cvcr-changing. When this is the ease, wc can no longer expect any one 
single unified self. 
Toril Moi suggests in her work 'Introduction: Who's afraid of Virginia Woo If? 
Feminist readings of W o o l f a similar idea about the impossibility of a "unified self . She 
comments on the famous feminist work/i Room of One ’ s Own by Virginia Woolf as 
follows: 
In [Woolf s] own textual practice, Woolf exposes the way in which language 
refuses to be pinned down to an underlying essential meaning. According to the 
French philosopher Jacques Derrida, language is structured as an endless deferral 
of meaning, and any search for an essential, absolutely stable meaning must 
therefore be considered metaphysical. There is no final element, no fundamental 
unit, no transcendental signified that is meaningful in itself and thus escapes the 
ceaseless interplay of linguistic deferral and difference. The free pay of signifiers 
will never yield a final, unified meaning thai in turn might ground and explain all 
the others. (9) 
Instead of just focusing on a unified "sel f , Toril Moi is talking about all ‘‘meanings,’ in 
general. This just once again brings us back to Kondo's idea of the context-specific “self’ 
and the non-existence of "transcendental signified". I wcry meaning and indeed what 
things are depends on signification and cultural meaning. One "thing" is nothing without 
its signifier. As a result, meanings are multiple and always changing. The same applies to 
identities; identities should always be subjective and multiple. 
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1 lowcvcr, just as Dorinne Kondo suggested, vvc always have the “illusion of a 
seamless and cohercnl whole”（14); perhaps it is only in this way that the usual belief 
mcnlioned above about having different "comprehensible categories" characterized by 
their according qualities will work. But Kondo suggested that what really is the truth is 
that ‘‘selves which are coherent, seamless, bounded, and whole are indeed illusions". Jane 
Austen highlights this “illusion，，by parodying and failing her "heroine" by making the 
“heroine，, not able to fulfill the fixed qualities that characterize the type. However, she 
does still consider her ‘‘heroine” as "heroine". For one thing, as I have mentioned before, 
Austen makes it clear that this novel is about the proccss of her protagonist becoming a 
“heroine,’. Moreover, no matter how Austen keeps reminding us how m);7-“heroic，， 
Catherine is, even since her birth, she describes Catherine as "my heroine" (216). This is 
an indication of Austen's recognition of Catherine as a "heroine" and Austen is fully 
aware of the fact that her treatment towards “[her] heroine" is a "widely different" 
"affair" (216). Austen emphasizes the possibility of "difference" within the "heroine" 
category. Someone like Catherine who is sometimes "heroic" and sometimes not, and 
also sometimes a little "heroic" but not fully so, will bccome one who does not have a 
"unified self . 
Similar thoughts are introduced by Toril Moi; Moi finds that in Virginia Woolf s 
A Room of One 's Own, there is the use of "many different personae to voice the narrative 
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、1，”，which then “results in frequently recurring shifts and changes of subjcct position, 
leaving Ihc critic no single unified position but a mulliplicity of perspectives lo grapple 
with" (2-3). This act of Woolf s for some like Elaine Showalter, who wrote a chapter 
titled “Virginia Woolf and the flights into androgyny,,, is “a denial of authentic feminist 
states of mind" since she ''[refuses] to be pinned down to one unifying angle of vision". 
However, Moi suggests otherwise; she finds that 
what feminists such as Showalter... fail[s] to grasp is that the traditional 
humanism they represent is in effect part of patriarchal ideology. At its center is 
the seamlessly unified self- either individual or collective — which is commonly 
called ‘Man’. As Luce Irigaray or Helene Cixous would argue, this integrated self 
is in fact a phallic self. (8) 
With this way of thinking, the "[refusal] to be pinned down to one unifying angle of 
vision" will then be a totally feminist act and definitely not a ‘‘denial of authentic feminist 
states of mind", since it is rather a denial of the "phallic self . 
The "phallic" vision is actually visible even if、we go back to the victimization of 
heroine that we have discussed. What is worth taking note of is that victimization 
indicates weakness in the victimized — the women. But men do not really oppress women 
in this direct way. It is rather that we see men's dominance as they have the privilege to 
decide what qualities there should be in the comprehensible category of “heroine’’，or 
even, in what "women" means. As soon as we forcc women into the "appropriately 
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comprehensible category” of ‘‘women”，we already immediately attach the whole set of" 
assumptions lhal constitute the meaning/notion of "women". 
J list as we have looked at before, the narrator suggests early in the novel that 
“when a young lady is to be a heroine...something must and will happen to throw a hero 
in her way’’ (5). This “heroine，，identity already intrinsically implies the coexistence of a 
‘‘hem”. Since a ‘‘heroine’，is always a victim, the ‘‘hem” automatically becomes 
something like a rescuer. This relationship then immediately helps create a power relation 
that works in favour of men. These assumptions, of course, involve the devaluation of 
women. Once we identify a “heroine，，as belonging to the "heroine" category, we force 
onto her the unequal power relationship between the two genders. "Identity is not a fixed 
'thing', it is negotiated, open, shifting, ambiguous, the result of culturally available 
meanings and the open-ended, power-laden enactments of those meanings in everyday 
situations" (24). The “culturally available meaning" of、“women,，is a group of people 
who are inferior and the "enactment" of this meaning is allowed by men's power. It is 
men's dominance that decides women's subordination. All these indicate the power 
involved in categorizing "women" as "women", sincc through categorization, the 
"outside" world gets to decide what should be “inside” in this group called “women”. 
And when the "outside" world does not show a balancc in power, some get to oppress the 
other through this meaning making process. 
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With such argLimcnls, il is not dilTicult lo understand why the existcncc (“、 
categories, which depend on unified selves thai arc now proposed as being “phallic,,, are 
often challenged by some feminists. Kondo talks about this in terms of power: “Power 
inevitably came into play as we tried to force each other into appropriately 
comprehensible categories" (10), she argues. This may also be why Austen avoids an 
authoritative and “objective” narrative voice that speaks the "Truth". Just as we have 
explored, the supposedly "objective" omniscient narrator is never quite so. We often hear 
comments that seem to come from Catherine. This kind of narration forces us to pay 
attention so as to think about whether the events described are "objective", "reliable" and 
even, “truthful”. However, with Austen's deliberate mixing up of the voices, it is always 
confusing. Perhaps she is exactly suggesting the impossibility of getting a truly 
"objective", "reliable" and "truthful" "Truth". This challenges the authority and power of 
the "phallic sel f . Irony often occurs when some apparently not "objective" comments 
and observations are made as "objective" "Truth" spoken by the omniscient narrator. One 
of the most obvious examples is probably the first sccnc about how Catherine is not born 
to be a "heroine". With the "objective" narrator saying things like "instead of dying in 
bringing [Catherine] into the world, as anybody might cxpect, [Catherine's mother] still 
lived on" (1), which is apparently not "objective" nor "truthful", Jane Austen manages to 
challenge and mock the "phallic" voice. 
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All these lead us back to the point about the impossibility of one single unilicd 
self, 01- that even if we must assume the existence of such a single self with single vision, 
it will only be a "phallic sel f in the "male-created system". In fact, Gothic fictions are 
really one of the best places to challenge such assumptions about the existence of such a 
‘‘self，. Throughout this thesis we have been looking al the Gothic traditions in a way that 
is not so much favorable to women. We take the adventures of the "heroines" in castles 
and mysterious places as a form of victimization for them. However, Ellen Moers in 
Literary Women: The Great Writers seems to suggest otherwise. She brings up that there 
can be another way of looking at Ann Radcliffe's heroines, which I take as also 
representative of other Gothic writers' heroines too. She comments, 
in the power of villains, [Mrs. Radcliffe's] heroines are forced to do what they 
could never do alone, whatever their ambitions...And indoors, inside Mrs. 
Radcliffe's castles, her heroines can scuttle miles along corridors, descend into 
dungeons, and explore secret chambers without a chaperon because of the Gothic 
castle, however much in ruins, is still an indoor and therefore freely female space. 
(126) 
She concludes that the Gothic novels are where "heroines could enjoy all the adventures 
and alarms that masculine heroes had long experienced, far from home, in fiction" (126). 
This way of looking at female suffering provides a completely different angle and 
meaning; instead of victimizing and therefore devaluing women, the suffering is not so 
much about victimization than a demonstration of women's power and possibility. 
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Moreover, it is even a protest against male domination sincc through these adventures 
inchors, women claim ihc space that is exclusively for them. Now they own this "female 
space'' and Ihcy celebrate it. 
Austen does show her interest in bringing in newness in opposition to all the fixed 
qualities and categories. Towards the end of the novel, she again is explicit in telling us 
how unusual her heroine is as her relationship with Tilncy is “a new circumstance in 
romance’,. She also emphasizes that this "romancc" is “dreadfully derogatory of an 
heroine's dignity" (227). So what we see is Austen's consciousness in suggesting 
newness and differences; and her insistence in calling her “incomplete heroine" "heroine" 
shows her attempt to challenge fixed definitions of categories. 
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Chapter Three - 'Wi t ' and 'Femininity' in Pride and Prejudice 
l^lizabelh Ben net in Pride and Prejudice is a character famous for her wit and 
sarcasm. This possession of wit does, however, potentially deprive her of her 'femininity'. 
When our usual understanding of the notion of ‘femininity’ includes having all the ‘right, 
qualities to be a ‘good’ wife who can please her husband, 'wit' really does not seem to 
help. Quoting conduct writer James Fordyce, 
when 1 speak on this subject, need I tell you, that men of the best sense have been 
usually averse to the thought of marrying a willy female? ... Men who understand 
the science of domestic happiness, know that its very first principle is ease...But 
we cannot be easy, where we are not safe. Wc are never safe in the company of a 
critic; and almost every wit is a critic by profession (191). 
James Fordyce finds a “witty female" not a “good,’ wife because she is, together with her 
“wit,,’ too ready to criticize, including criticizing her husband. This does not match with 
the stereotypical idea of a ‘‘good’，"feminine" wife being all submissive to her husband; 
and this is also why "wit" becomes incompatible with "lemininity". Judith Butler's idea 
of the “performative” tells us that there are repetitive acts that we “perform” to signify 
and construct our identities. She says, "gender is an identity tenuously constituted in time, 
instituted in an exterior space through a stylized repel h km of acts. The effect of gender is 
produced through the stylization of the body" (193). These ‘‘acts’，as cultural 
constructions certainly have their social purpose: 
“the performance is effected with the strategic aim of maintaining gender within 
its binary frame — an aim that cannot be attributed to a subject, but, rather, must 
be understood to found and consolidate the subJcct" (193). 
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So ihc two genders arc in binary opposition and in order lo maintain the “binary frame", 
qualities and assumptions about each of them have lo be in binary too; only in this way 
can ihc “subjects,, be “consolidated,, as two genders originally in opposition. The 
head/heart binary is one of the binaries that helps consolidate the "subjects" to fit into the 
"binary frame". ‘Head’ is, typically, on the side that crcates a 'male subject' in opposition 
to the side with 'heart' and the 'female subject'. Women with 'wit' are believed to 
possess too much power as they are too clever and too ready to judge. This supposedly 
oppositional power relation is threatened, and so is the “binary frame," when the 
woman/wife has too much "head'V'wit". The “subjects” will no longer be "consolidated", 
and the “binary frame" will be twisted or even col lapse altogether. This is why "wit" and 
"femininity" are always polarized. 
Jane Austen probably does not quite agree with this polarization of 'wit' and 
'femininity'. She seems to allow Elizabeth to have both qualities at the same time. In this 
way, Austen subverts the stereotype that dissociates ‘women’ and 'femininity' with 
'head' and ‘wit’. At the same time, Austen also overthrows the binary relationship 
between "head" and "heart" as she suggests the possibility of the coexistence of the two 
in her female protagonist. Austen even seems to attempt to redefine ‘wit’ altogether as 
she shows her disapproval towards the gender association of the quality. 
In "Wit in the Essay on Criticism", William F.mpson speaks of “wit’，as follows: 
A wit, then, or man who displays wit, may be a 
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1. Bright social talker 
2. Critic of the arts or of society 
3. l\)cl or artist, 
And in each class he may be divided into similar heads; 
a. Mocking 
b. Acting as judge 
c. Giving aesthetic pleasure or expressing new truths. (563) 
We have seen that a witty person is also a critic. Empson's definition of wit also suggests 
the ability to "mock", to “judge，,, and even to decidc “new truths". All of these seem to 
represent too much "head" and authority to allow a witty person to be stereotypically 
“feminine”. 
And according to Audrey Bilger in Laughing Feminism, "by the Victorian period, 
'wit' and ‘humor, were viewed as manifestations of the head/heart dichotomy, with a 
preference accorded to the more genial faculty" (Bilger, 20). "Wit" is more about being 
intelligent and therefore is also more exclusive than “humor”，since not everyone is 
"smart" enough to understand "the joke", which then also makes "wit" less "genial" since 
it may involve intelligent people making fun of less intelligent people, likely not even 
with them noticing it. This is then interestingly associated with "femininity" and 
"masculinity". On top of the usual stereotypical binary opposition that puts “head,，and 
‘‘heart,’，and therefore "wit" and "humour," into an oppositional couple that maps to 
"masculine" and "feminine" respectively, Leigh Hunt writes in Wit and Humour, 
Selected from the English Poets that "Wit, sweetened by a kind, loving expression, 
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bccomcs 1 luinoLir” (25). Bilgcr also comments that “humor | is] a feminized, almost 
maternal, wit，，(Bilgcr, 21). 
In ‘The Ethical Element in Wit and Humor”，Bradley Oilman also seems to be 
suggesting an idea that helps explain the reason for the polarization of wit and humour 
into a gender-specific binary opposition. He writes: 
Wit and humor may be considered as essentially one and the same; humor is 'the 
comic' with a flavor of kindliness added; wit is 'the comic' impersonally 
presented, or sometimes cutting a cruel path, like a knife-edge, to its goal; one 
essential element underlies both wit and humor; most 'quips and cranks;' most 
Jokes and funny stories, may be thrown into cither the humor form or the wit form, 
by the addition or subtraction of the kindly element. (488) 
It is perhaps the "kindly element" that makes humour appear sweeter and therefore more 
''feminine". Wit, on the other hand, is "impersonal" and even ‘‘cruel”. The lack of 
emotions and feelings in the notion of wit once again rcinforces the association of head, 
but not heart’ with wit, and therefore also the ''masculinization" of wit. 
However, if we think that humour will then be associated with "femininity" and 
“women,’’ Bilger seems to suggests otherwise: 
in spite of his promotion of the ‘feminine, virtues of humor, however, Hunt 
includes no women humorists in his anthology; moreover, his examples 
frequently focus on women as targets of male humor. Hunt's examples not only 
contributed to a growing perception of women's humorlessness, they also 
promoted images of female inferiority. (223-4) 
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Thai is lo say, it docs not really matter whether it is、vit” or “humour，，we arc discussing. 
Women arc simply excluded; or when they are 'Included", they are included as “targets 
of、male humor". 
Simon Critchley writes in On Humour that “humour takes root in the 
unbridgeable gap between the physical and the metaphysical, between body and soul, 
between 'being, and 'having'" (60). Normally we arc not conscious about this "gap"— 
the split and distinction between "being a body" and "having a body"; or in other words, 
we do not consciously distance ourselves from our ''body" — we assume that we are our 
“body,,; or that we take for granted the union of the "body" and the "mind". But for 
humour to take place, it is necessary for this usually invisible "gap" to come to light; 
"everything becomes laughably absurd when I begin lo detach myself from my body, 
when I imagine myself, my ego, my soul, or whatever, in distinction from its corporeal 
housing" (60). When there is the conventional association of "body" with the “feminine，， 
and "mind" or "soul" with the "masculine," the suggestion of staying away from and not 
relying too much on the "body" seems here to be a suggestion of distancing oneself from 
the physical ‘‘feminine，，. This side of "humour" makes it a rather "masculine" idea in 
which the "feminine" "body" is not celebrated. So oncc again we confirm the exclusion 
of women from wit or humour. Against such a background, when Jane Austen makes her 
female protagonist get hold of humor and even wit, and turn then on their heads and 
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siihvcrl them, while remaining "feminine", she succccds in subverting the stereotype in 
which female is “liumorlessness”，''inferior", and disconnected from the “head，，. 
On top of that, Bilger speaks of something described as "feminist humor" in 
L a I igh //ig Fe n i in ism: 
Feminist humor, then, encodes an important message about women's relation to 
the dominant ideology. Even if the rules for proper female behavior required a 
modest submission to masculine authority, women who could come to see 
themselves as an 'injured body', as Austen terms novelists in Northanger Abbey 
(37), might also learn to laugh as a group at the impositions of male power. 
(Bilger, 33) 
What Bilger is saying is that some humor is not just about having a laugh, but actually 
represents some power, or at least has a purpose. For the “feminist humor" she is 
referring to, the humor is a tool which women use to protest against male power and 
authority. Critchley suggests in On Humour that "humour is an exemplary practice 
because it is a universal human activity that invites us lo become philosophical spectators 
upon our lives" (18). That is, humour invites us to rellcct on our own lives and obviously 
in turn invites us to find out what can be changed and improved. The laughter from the 
women is a challenge to male dominance because it is like a form of rebellion against 
male authority as the authority is being laughed at. Critchley speaks of jokes as “anti-
Htes” too: "They mock, parody or deride the ritual practices of a given society" (5). 
When the "female" factor is added to this rebellious nature of "jokes" and “laughter”，it 
will become what Bilger suggests: "female laughter camc to represent a threat to the 
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domcslic order,, (24). When the female laughs al male authority or things that rcllcct it, 
‘、order” is threatened because the act of laughing shows that the authority is no longer 
being respected or taken seriously. 
‘‘Feminist humor” is about “women,，laughing as a group. Bilger speaks of the 
political significance of these laughing-together: 
It makes a difference, however, whether that group is empowered or subordinate. 
When authors belonging to an empowered group employ comedy against a 
disenfranchised group, they draw upon the authority of the existing social 
structure. But when authors belonging to a subordinate group direct their comedy 
at those in power, they propose an overthrow of the present structure and a new 
distribution of power. And if they get people to laugh with them rather than at 
them, the proposition may become a reality. (53) 
In other words, the kind of laughter we are talking about is gender-specific. It depends on 
women laughing as 'women' — part of the big group identified as 'women'. It is only 
when women laugh as 'women' that they can challenge 'men, and their power, and 
overthrow the existing power system that is unequal between the two genders. Critchley 
comments on this subversive purpose of humour too; he says, "humour also indicates, or 
maybe just adumbrates, how those [shared life-world] practices might be transformed or 
perfected, how things might be otherwise" (90). In other words, humour is used to 
suggest change and subversion. 
Besides, when this 'feminist humor' encouragcs 'women' to embrace their 
identity as 'women' while laughing, it is in a sense a celebration of the coexistence of 
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Mcmiiiinily' and ‘wit,. I his then bccomes a subversion of the binary opposition between 
ihc two qualities. And with the mixing of the two qualities that are generally perceived as 
being opposite, the subversion also serves as a rein forccincnt of the possibility of 
multiplicity of identity, and as a result of the impossibility of one single 'self. This also 
leads us back to the idea of the “performative’’，which talks about the ‘self being a 
'‘consolidated subject". When the subject is only consolidated through external 
‘‘repetitive acts", there is always the possibility of changc and multiplicity, rather than 
fixity and unity. 
Right at the beginning of the novel, Jane Austen makes sure that we are aware of 
Elizabeth's extraordinary wit by having the narrator compare her with her other sisters. 
The father of these girls, Mr. Bennet, is "always giving [Elizabeth] the preference" 
because she “has something more of quickness than her sisters", who are "all silly and 
ignorant like other girls" (2). Not only do we learn about Elizabeth's "quickness"; we 
also hear about the stereotype of all "other girls" being ‘‘silly and ignorant". Elizabeth is 
nothing like them; she has the "quickness" to “laugh,,. Laughter is like a special quality, 
if not a weapon, Elizabeth owns. Elizabeth's aunt Mrs. Gardiner confirms this special 
quality of Elizabeth's as she comments on how, unlike Jane, Elizabeth “would have 
laughed [herself] out of it" (97), when Mr. Bingley suddenly removes himself from the 
community after seemingly falling in love with Jane. What Mrs. Gardiner is saying is that 
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CN Cii if things as heartbreaking as losing a potential husband happen to Elizabeth, she 
would have been able to just “laugh’，it off. 
Elizabeth's "quickness" and ability to laugh is often reflected through her 
humorous and even sarcastic thought and speeches. One of the occasions is when she 
speaks of Darcy, criticizing his snobbishness: 
Mr. Darcy would no more suffer him to call on ‘lane in such a part of London! My 
dear aunt, how could you think of it? Mr. Darcy may perhaps have heard of such 
a place as Gracechurch-street, but he would hardly think a month's ablution 
enough to cleanse him from its impurities, were he once to enter it. (97) 
Elizabeth is obviously exaggerating. Through her sarcasm, she is mocking Mr. Darcy. 
This is powerful since this not only shows her disapproval of Mr. Darcy and his attitude 
and behavior, it also shows how Mr. Darcy and his pride and snobbishness are somewhat 
ridiculous, since Elizabeth now manages to make fun of them. 
Elizabeth's wit is showcased again in one of her clever exchanges with Darcy. We 
see in Elizabeth what Empson calls a "wit" - a "bright social talker" and a "critic". The 
conversation takes place after Darcy teases Elizabeth and Miss Bingley about their secret 
intention to let him admire them and show the best of their “figures，，through walking 
around the room in front of him. Miss Bingley asks Elizabeth for a way to get back at 
Darcy; as Elizabeth suggests to laugh at him, and Miss Bingley expresses that they 
cannot "laugh without a subject" (38), Elizabeth says, 
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‘Mr. Darcy is not to be laughed at!’ cried l{li/abcth. That is an uncommon 
advantage, and uncommon I hope it will continue, for it would be a great loss to 
luc to have many such acquaintance. I dearly love a laugh' (38). 
1 Icrc Elizabeth is mocking Darcy's assumed superiority that both himself and Miss 
Bingley foolishly believe in. Nobody is really “not to be laughed at’，； by crying out loud 
with this obviously untruthful statement, Elizabeth highlights how stupid the belief is. 
And since she goes on to call this an "uncommon advantage", what she really means is 
probably something like a weird, unreasonable privilege, or at any rate, a self-claimed 
one. In recalling Empson again and how a "wit" will “mock’’ and "judge," it is clear 
Elizabeth is doing both here. 
The conversation goes on with Elizabeth staling that: 
'I hope I never ridicule what is wise or good. Follies and nonsense, whims and 
inconsistencies do divert me, I own, and I laugh at them whenever I can. — But 
these, I suppose, are precisely what you are without'. (39) 
Although on the surface, Elizabeth is saying that Darcy is “precisely，’ "without" those 
qualities that will "divert [her]", readers will probably understand that Elizabeth is being 
sarcastic and saying the opposite thing. Elizabeth in fact thinks that Darcy does possess 
exactly those qualities that she will "laugh at" "whenever [she] can". In fact, she is 
laughing at Darcy even on this occasion. And as Darcy talks about himself "avoid[ing] 
those weaknesses which often expose a strong understanding to ridicule", she quickly 
adds “such as vanity and pride" (39). Again, it is obvious to readers that Elizabeth is 
pointing out nothing but the exact "weaknesses" that she thinks Darcy has. Elizabeth's 
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I rue intention is confirnicd when we see her 'lurn away to hide a smile" (39). Wc arc now 
convinccd that she is being a comic critic, judging Darcy. 
In the end Elizabeth comments that Darcy “|has| chosen [his] fault well" as he 
re Heels thai it is his temper and resentment that make up his faults. It perhaps sounds 
strange and therefore funny to talk about "faults" as something that one will, and can, 
actively ‘‘choose,, to have. And when Darcy states that he does not choose to have his 
defects but rather that these are "natural defects" that "not even the best education can 
overcome", Elizabeth replies: "and your defect is a propensity to hate every body" (39). 
Here Elizabeth is so witty that she makes use of what Darcy has just said to defend 
himself so as to turn around and attack him with il. Sincc Darcy has just claimed that 
some faults are “natural faults" that one cannot really control, Elizabeth immediately 
makes use of that exact claim to suggest that it will then mean that Darcy's fault, at least 
the fault that she sees in him - "hat[ing] every body,, - is “natural,’ in him, as if it is 
Darcy's instinct. This, on the one hand, makes what Darcy has just said about “natural 
faults" sound untrue; on the other hand, it serves to attack Darcy by highlighting his fault 
of "hating every body", whether it be "natural" or not. In fact, this also reminds us of 
Simon Critchley's argument about humour taking root “in the unbridgeable gap between 
the physical and the metaphysical, between body and soul, between 'being' and 'having'’’ 
(Critchley, 60). Here is a similar situation where Elizabeth and Darcy's discussion seems 
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lo be based on an assumption that there is a split between the body and the soul or 
whatever it is thai is not the body. They seem to be assuming that there is the body, which 
physically acts out the ‘‘faults,’ and this is separated「mm the soul, which either can 
(Elizabeth's view) or cannot (Darcy's view) control the physical body; for example, in 
relation to Darcy's “fault’，to ‘‘hate every body". Humour ‘happens, because Elizabeth 
introduces this discussion that is based on the assumption of a distinction between the 
body and the soul. 
Elizabeth's wit is in its greatest glory when she confronts Lady Catherine towards 
the end of the novel. Lady Catherine hears a rumour about the engagement between her 
nephew Darcy and Elizabeth. Lady Catherine, however, does not know whether the 
rumour is true or false and she is scared and angry about it, since she always thinks that 
Darcy is to marry nobody but her daughter. Lady Catherine is portrayed as the most 
powerful figure in the novel because of her social status. Everybody should be scared of 
her and show the greatest respect, if not fear, towards her. However, Elizabeth manages 
to make use of her outstanding wit to fight against Lady Catherine's authority. 
When being asked whether it is true that she is engaged to Darcy, Elizabeth never 
gives any direct answers; rather, she makes good use of conditional statements. Her first 
answer to Lady Catherine is "if you believed it impossible to be true...I wonder you took 
the trouble of coming so far. What could your ladyship propose by it?" (237-8). Here 
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l^li/ahcth has completely avoided the need of a dirccl answer to Lady Catherine's 
question about whether she is engaged. She even gains power as she is suggesting that 
Lady Catherine's "bel ief that the engagement is 'Impossible to be true" is unreliable; 
otherwise Lady Catherine would not have needed to "come so far". Elizabeth again 
makes use of a conditional statement when Lady Catherine accuses her of having tried to 
seduce Darcy. She replies: “If 1 have, I shall be the last person to confess it" (238). Again 
she does not indicate whether she has or has not seduccd Darcy; yet she successfully 
makes it sound like she has. Yet another example is when the "Lady" claims that Darcy is 
already engaged to her daughter, and asks what Elizabeth has to say. Elizabeth replies: 
“Only this; that if he is so, you can have no reason to suppose he will make an offer to 
me" (238). Elizabeth has challenged the Lady's claim. With the use of "if," Elizabeth is 
making use of logic and reasoning to imply that what the Lady has said must be 
untruthful; and at the same time, she also manages to avoid having to give a direct answer 
herself. All these examples show how Elizabeth crealcs different conditions by being 
careful with her language so that she does not have lo confirm or deny anything, while 
also not lying; yet in a witty manner, she often makes a thing sound as if it is the opposite 
of the truth. 
Another major strategy Elizabeth uses during the confrontation with Lady 
Catherine is her skillful use of wit to turn things around, which reminds us of Empson's 
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coniniciU that a wit can ‘‘express new truths". For example, when the Lady expresses thai 
she is “cmiUcd to know all [Darcy's] dearest conccms,, (238), Elizabeth replies, “But you 
arc not entitled to know mine” (238). Later Elizabeth slates again that "how far your 
nephew might approve of your interference in his alTairs, I cannot tell; but you have 
certainly no right to concern yourself in mine" (240). In both examples, Elizabeth's wit 
has created “new truths" where she transforms everything into her business, and denies 
the ''Lady" what she had presumed was her business, since what the Lady is talking about 
is related to issues between Darcy Elizabeth. In this way the "Lady" cannot force her 
to say or do anything since the Lady really has no business in Elizabeth's affairs. 
Elizabeth's wit grants her more power despite Lady Catherine's high social status. She is 
also, using William Empson's words, a “bright social talker"- she keeps the conversation 
going, yet she is not forced to reveal anything. 
What we have looked at is Elizabeth's wit and sometimes the power that comes 
with it. On many occasions, wit and laughter can be a form of attack on others. Bradley 
Oilman, as quoted, says that wit is "sometimes cutting a cruel path, like a knife-edge, to 
its goal". Jane Austen makes this explicit at the scenc we have already looked at when 
Miss Bingley asks Elizabeth for suggestions to "punish [Darcy]" (38) after he sort of 
teases them. Elizabeth suggests to "laugh at him" (38). What we see here is a 
confirmation from Elizabeth that laughing at somebody can be a form of “punishment” 
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for thai somebody. And of course we have been looking at examples of Elizabeth's 
ability and interest to be witty and to mock. Elizabeth "dearly love[s] a laugh" (38). In 
other words, Elizabeth loves to ‘‘punish’，. This ability and interest in regard to how to 
“laugtr threatens Elizabeth's "femininity" as it is representative of more power than a 
typical “woman” would and should possess. 
If we accept the binary opposition between body and mind, and its association 
with women and men respectively, wit is never a ''feminine" quality. The confrontation 
between Elizabeth and Lady Catherine alone shows how “unfeminine，’ Elizabeth is with 
her intelligent use of language that involves a lot of ‘‘head,’ work. On top of this, if we 
think about one sense of wit as the "quickness" to laugh at people, it inevitably involves 
having bad thoughts about other people, which does not match well with the stereotype 
about women as "angels" who are kind and modest. Wc have looked at conduct writer 
James Fordyce and to quote him again: "we are never safe in the company of a critic; and 
almost every wit is a critic by profession" (191). What Fordyce is saying is that a “witty 
female" is not desirable by men because they are too ready to criticize. Elizabeth is one 
of these ‘‘witty female[s]" who is a great contrast to her conventional sister Jane. In an 
episode where Elizabeth and her elder sister Jane arc discussing what they feel about 
some people at the ball they have attended, Jane basically finds everybody nice and kind. 
Elizabeth comments on this good nature of her sister's; she finds Jane “like people in 
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gcncraT' and says that Jane “never see[s| a faull in any body" (9). Blizabclh further 
commcnls thai “all Ihc world are good and agreeable in | Jane's] eyes" (9). All these arc 
due lo Jane's ‘‘i^ood sense" that makes her ‘‘so honestly blind to the follies and nonsense 
O J 
of Others" (9). On the other hand, Elizabeth makes a great contrast with her sister as she 
speaks of others' “follies and nonsense". Even though she does not do that directly, 
obviously it is only after having seen these "follies and nonsense" that she can comment 
here on how Jane is ‘‘blind,’ to them. She also points out that Jane “[has] liked many a 
stupider person" (9); so here she is more directly calling people stupid. When Jane's 
"blindness" can prove her ‘‘good sense", which means good nature here, Elizabeth's 
ability to spot people's "follies and nonsense" becomcs evidence of her ill nature in the 
sense that she often finds faults and thinks ill of other people. Although Elizabeth does 
not explicitly speak ill of anybody here, when Jane expresses that she finds the Bingley 
sisters 'Very pleasing women", Elizabeth ‘‘listened in silence, but was not convinced" (9). 
These incidents once again showcase the difference between Jane and Elizabeth. It is 
Elizabeth's having "more quickness of observation and less pliancy of temper than her 
sister" (9), i.e. her wit, that makes her "not convinced” and different from her sister. She 
is being, what Empson calls, a wit who is a "critic of socicty" and who "acts as judge". 
She decides on who are the "stupid people" and who arc “pleasing women,，. It is also for 
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Ihc same reason thai she is generally considered less “Ibminiiie，，than her sister, as she 
lails lo be a gentler human being who does not find laulls in, and criticizc, other people. 
Another episode where Elizabeth's wit may seem to be a threat to her 
“femininity,，is when Darcy asks her, for the second time, to dance and she answers: 
M heard you before; but I could not immediately determine what to say in reply. 
You wanted me, I know, to say "Yes," that you might have the pleasure of 
despising my taste; but I always delight in overthrowing those kind of schemes, 
and cheating a person of their premeditated contcmpt. I have therefore made up 
my 丨nind to tell you, that I do not want to dancc a reel at all — and now despise me 
if you dare'. (35) 
Elizabeth here is definitely not stereotypically ‘‘feminine,,. When being asked to dance, 
instead of submissively or at least thankfully accepting, which is what typical girls would 
do, she, although being impressively witty in the reply, is highly sarcastic and even a 
little unkind. Even with our understanding of why she does so, which is because of 
Darcy's earlier unkind behavior towards her, we still almost feel that Elizabeth speaks 
rather too much and too rudely here. She assumes Darcy's invitation is a trick and so she 
is calculating and trying not to let Darcy get what he wants, or at least what she believes 
he wants — to "despise" her. Even if "despising" her is really what Darcy plans to do, be it 
just a playful "despise" or a serious one, she is not going to allow him to gain any power 
through that as she actually invites him to do so and therefore shows that she is not afraid 
of him and not weak . She is not to be a victim who passively awaits humiliation. She 
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tries to make use of her wit to “calculate” what she can do to displease Darcy. And ifwc 
look at this in the light of our stereotypical association ()「women with weakness, 
Elizabctlvs unwillingness to show any signs of weakness apparently does not help with 
proving her “remininity，,. 
Elizabeth's "femininity" seems to be shaken again and again by different 
incidents in the novel. Another occasion where her wit and her sarcastic sense hurt her 
“femininity,’ once more is when she and her family arc at yet another ball — she sees how 
her parents and her younger sisters are behaving and she is almost like an observer 
standing outside, judging her own family members: 
To Elizabeth it appeared, that had her family made an agreement to expose 
themselves as much as they could during the evening, it would have been 
impossible for them to play their parts with more spirit, or finer success; and 
happy did she think it for Bingley and her sister that some of the exhibition had 
escaped his notice, and that his feelings were not of a sort to be much distressed 
by the folly which he must have witnessed. (70) 
“To Elizabeth", her family fails her. This sarcastic description of how "successful" the 
family has been in "expos[ing] themselves" is spoken from Elizabeth's perspective and it 
hints at her disappointment towards her family as they embarrass her. What we hear is 
somewhat like Elizabeth's inner sense of shame towards her family's lack of decency. 
Elizabeth is not happy about her family; but instead of sincerely expressing how sorry she 
feels, she is sarcastic about it. Again this attitude is probably not very attractive especially 
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tor a woman, i fwc lake submissiveness or gentleness as the stereotypical '1cinininc" trait. 
i:ii/abcth seems lo be too ready to mock, which then makes her too bold and not really 
kind-hcarlcd and angel-like. There is the common saying that "sarcasm is the lowest form 
of、wit”： Elizabeth's sarcasm confirms that her wit really does bring harm to her 
“femininity”. 
In response to Mr. Collins，proposal of marriage, Elizabeth says: ‘‘I do assure you 
that I am not one of those young ladies (if such young ladies there are) who are so daring 
as to risk their happiness on the chance of being asked a second time" (74); and, ‘‘do not 
consider me now as an elegant female intending to plague you, but as a rational creature 
speaking the truth from her heart" (75). This is right after Mr. Collins has said something 
about his belief that the ‘‘usual practice" of "young ladies" and "elegant females" is that 
they will pretend that they do not want to accept a proposal when a man proposes for the 
first time. Elizabeth is using the exact wording — ‘‘young ladies,’ and "elegant females"-
that Mr. Collins has used to refer to other women. In this way she is wittily laughing at 
Mr. Collins' act of stereotyping women and assuming that all those he termed ‘‘young 
ladies" and "elegant females" will be the same. However, in spite of our laughing with 
Elizabeth at Mr. Collins, we cannot help but admit that those stereotypes are somewhat 
truthful to a certain extent; i.e. some "young ladies" and "elegant females" do pretend and 
refuse proposals when they are asked the first time. I^ut then Elizabeth has made clear 
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here thai she is not one of them. So once again FJi/abclh fails to fulfil丨 stereotypical 
cxpcclalions lor women; this then makes her not slcrcotypical ly "feminine". 
While Elizabeth is undoubtedly a witty female, yet seemingly lacking a little 
“femininity,” Elizabeth does, however, on other occasions, remind us of how she can be 
slereotypically "feminine", which then suggests thai one can actually be both "feminine" 
and ''witty" at the same time. There are different incidents where Elizabeth demonstrates 
her ‘‘feminine，，side. For example, after Darcy proposes to her, we find that “in spite of 
her deeply-rooted dislike, she could not be insensible lo the compliment of such a man's 
affection" (129). This reaction of hers implies two major ideas: the first is that Elizabeth, 
as a woman, simply cannot help feeling happy about a man's affection; the other thing we 
find out is that Darcy is no ordinary man but “such a man” — a man with money and 
status and power, even to Elizabeth. Both of the readings help indicate Elizabeth's 
"femininity" as the first shows the love and attention typical “women,，would desire; and 
the second shows how women, especially women al Austen's time, very often look at a 
man's fortune and status as major concerns of whether the man is a "worthy" man, and 
Elizabeth seems to think the same. Although Elizabeth rejects Darcy at last, it is 
undeniable she does feel especially excited about Darcy's proposal and finds the proposal 
almost irresistible despite her dislike for him. Her excitement is even more apparent as 
she "reflected on what had passed" (132) — "That she should receive an offer of marriage 
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iVoiii Mr. Darcy! thai he should have been in love with her for so many months!" (132). 
Wc can feel Elizabcth^s cxcitement and her awareness of how "special" Darcy's proposal 
is. She may not necessarily be “happy’’ about the proposal; but she undoubtedly finds it 
special, or feels privileged that she is asked by such an important man. The thrill she feels 
in spite of her dislike towards Darcy is suggestive of 1 Elizabeth being "feminine" after all. 
This “femininity,，seemingly contradicts with the "unfeminine" side of Elizabeth that is 
shown through her wit. 
Elizabeth also demonstrates excessive ‘‘heart,’ and ‘‘emotion，’，which again is a 
stereotypically “feminine，’ quality according to the head/heart dichotomy that associates 
head with men and heart with women. The association of ‘‘heart,’ with women has the 
assumption that women will let their emotions override reason and sense. Or in other 
words, it is a stereotype about women being irrational rather than sensible. After 
Elizabeth has found out about the truth about what has happened between Darcy and 
Wickham — that Wickham has been lying and falsely accusing Darcy — she reflects on her 
mistaken fondness towards Wickham and her dislike towards Darcy, and realizes that she 
has been “pleased with the preference of one, and oHended by the neglect of the other" 
(141). This reflects Elizabeth's irrationality. As she herself points out, "vanity.. .has been 
[her] folly’’ (141). Again if we think in terms of stereotypes of women, Elizabeth has just 
demonstrated some "femininity" with her lack of sense and excessive emotions. 
I l l 
l{li/abcth\s ^Mcmininity" is also shown through her passiveness. After she finds 
out about Darcy's assistance to Lydia's marrying Wick ham, and about the kindness 
behind the assistance, she wishes to speak to Darcy so that she can thank him, and she 
even wishes that Darcy will bring up the topic about his love towards her again. However, 
even though we have looked at all her wit and quickness, when it comes to speaking to a 
man she now likes, she is just like any other typical young lady. She thinks to herself, " I f 
he does not come to me, then’” said she, "I shall give him up for ever." (228). She is 
taking the passive role, waiting for Darcy to approach her first. Her action is completely 
dependent on that of Darcy's: if he comes, there will be a chance; if he does not, she will 
‘‘give him up". She wishes for "a renewal of love" (229) from Darcy, and even “a second 
proposal" (229). She wants Darcy back to such an extent; yet she decides to ‘‘give him up 
for ever" " i f he does not come to [her]". He has complete choice and control while she 
only waits and sees. He has to offer before she can respond. This is the “usual’’ way 
things work between men and women. Elizabeth conforms to this tradition and she waits 
passively. Her "unfeminine" character seems to have gone all at once. 
The most significant demonstration of Elizabeth's "femininity" on top q/her 
“wit’’ is when we compare the nature of the "wit" possessed by Elizabeth with that of her 
father Mr. Bennet. Mr. Bennet is the other character in the novel who is generally 
considered "witty". Very often we see Mr. Bennet and l:lizabeth sharing a joke that other 
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characlcrs do not understand. However, we do see a dilTcrence between 卜:lizabcth and Mr. 
BcnncL Mr. Bonnet's wit seems more "insensitive", even towards his own daughters; he 
remains、viUy,’ to an extent that it actually becoincs "crucl" or "inappropriate" at times, 
regardless of the situation. Even if he is "only" being ironic and it is unlikely that he 
actually means what he says, it is exactly this "ability" to retain all his usual sense of 
irony and humour, even at serious and tragic times, that illustrates his lack of sensitivity. 
He fails to demonstrate any incorporation of emotions as he is being witty. His wit seems 
to be the typical wit that is rather "impersonal", as Bradley Oilman describes. On the 
contrary, perhaps possessing her "feminine" ‘‘heart” and ‘‘emotions’’，Elizabeth manages 
to control her witty side. The lack of balance between ‘‘wit’，and "emotions" that Mr. 
Bennet is demonstrating in turn highlights the blending and coexistence of the two 
qualities in Elizabeth. And through that, Austen seems to suggest a redefinition of wit 
that is not always only associated with "head" and assumed "heartless", which also often 
makes wit “masculine,’. 
The first occasion is when Elizabeth is being very serious, expressing to her father 
her concern about little sister Lydia's going to Brighton, that Lydia will cause the whole 
family "great disadvantage" that "must arise from the public notice of Lydia's unguarded 
and imprudent manner" (156). Mr. Bennet does not seem to realize the seriousness of the 
matter as he replies in a casual manner: 
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“what, has she frightened away some of your lovers? Poor little Li//y! Ikil do not 
be cast down. Such squeamish youths as cannot bear to be conncctcd with a little 
absurdity, arc not worth a regret. Come, let inc see the list of the pitiful fellows 
who have been kept aloof by Lydia's folly" (156) 
He even adds later that “[Lydia] is luckily too poor lo be an object of prey to any body" 
(156). What we see from this incident is the great contrast between Elizabeth and her 
father. We learn well enough throughout the novel thai both of them are witty people, and 
there is no question about their ability to be witty. However, when it comes to this 
incident concerning a family member and actually the whole family, we find Elizabeth is 
the one capable of exhibiting sensibility on top of wit. It is as if Mr. Bennet is totally 
insensitive and simply cannot put aside his wit, not even for this one moment when the 
business is a serious matter about the reputation of his daughter and his family. This is 
the “typical’，kind of wit — wit without a "heart"; il is even precisely his negligence and 
indiscriminateness that characterize his wit and form part of the joke. Again, this is the 
kind of wit that Bradley Oilman speaks of — the wit thai is “‘the comic' impersonally 
presented, or sometimes cutting a cruel path, like a knife-edge, to its goal". On the 
contrary, Elizabeth is the one who seems to be able lo master both wit and "heart". Mr. 
Bennet here is still being playful and trying to be funny, without realizing the worries and 
despair Elizabeth is experiencing. He is in fact not just being funny; his reply actually 
shows his belief that it is no big deal letting Lydia fool around and create "a little 
absurdity". But because of her "heart" for, and therefore anxiety towards, her family, 
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lili/abcth is not in Ihc mood lor sharing a Joke with her lather even though wc all know 
she is witly enough to understand his sarcasm. She instead speaks with emotion, 
overwhelmed by the potential danger her sister and the whole family will be in. She gives 
a long speech analyzing the possible consequences of Lydia's going away and she ends 
her speech saying: 
'vain, ignorant, idle, and absolutely uncontrolled! Oh! My dear father, can you 
suppose it possible that [Kitty and Lydia] will not be censured and despised 
wherever they are known, and that their sisters will not be often involved in the 
disgrace?' (156) 
We hear the anxiety and unrest in Elizabeth. The contrast between Elizabeth's emotional 
expression of worries and her father's unfeeling playfulness highlights the fact that unlike 
Mr. Ben net, Elizabeth is a character who demonstrates excessive feeling - what is 
stereotypically associated with "femininity" - on top of her "wit". 
A similar highlight of the contrast between Elizabeth's "wit" and that of Mr. 
Bennet happens after Lydia's elopement with Wickham, causing a disgrace to the family. 
When we think that Mr. Bennet will be in serious grief, we learn that "he had all the 
appearance of his usual philosophic composure" (200). Mr. Bennet seems to barely show 
any emotions towards the matter. He is as “usual”； he does not seem much affected. Later 
he even cries sarcastically when his wife wants her lea: “it gives such an elegance to 
misfortune! Another day I will do the same; I will sit in my library, in my night cap and 
powdering gown, and gives as much trouble as 1 can, - or perhaps, I may defer it, till 
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Kilty runs away" (200). 11c is being so ironic talking about ‘‘clegance，’ in the 
''misfortune"; and although he does find his wife inappropriate in still asking for lea 
under such a situation, he is not blaming her in a serious manner; rather, he is making fun 
of her "giv[ing] as much trouble as [she] can" in “night cap" and "powdering gown". To 
our surprise he can even joke about Kitty's "running away". If he had the least sensibility, 
he would probably be in too much grief and pain to Joke about another daughter's 
potential elopement and therefore disgrace when one daughter has just departed. This 
incident just makes him look highly unfeeling and cruci, totally insensitive towards his 
daughters and his family. Again, on this occasion, wc do not hear Elizabeth laughing with 
him, although usually she is the one sharing his joke. This lack of hearty feelings from 
Mr. Bennet once again highlights Elizabeth's abundant emotion and femininity on top of 
her outstanding wit. In this way, Jane Austen describes both the possibility of women 
having "wit" and being associated with "head" and also the possibility of "head" and 
"heart" coexisting. In fact, it appears as if Jane Austen is suggesting that maybe 
sometimes it is necessary to have some "heart" and ''femininity" in one's wit before one 
turns cynical and callous. It is because of our usual assumption about the "heartlessness" 
of typical "wit" which comes from the association of wit with head and therefore, not 
heart, that we always tend to associate wit with "masculinity". Now Jane Austen suggests 
through Elizabeth's qualities how "heart" can be incorporated into wit; in this way, it is 
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like a protest against Ihc “masculinization” of wit, and what is more it is a move to 
redefine wit, which is no longer only related to ''head" and "masculinity", but "heart" and 
'femininity". 
Jane Austen creates Elizabeth to be a charactcr who, at first glance, is 
unconventional and 'unfeininine'; however, as the novel goes on, we see another side of 
her that makes her 'feminine' after all. Austen makes sure we understand that she is not 
trying to portray a female character who is becoming more 'feminine' to become 'better'; 
on the contrary, she is giving an account of a woman who is both 'feminine' and 
'unfeminine' if you think about her stereotypically; and Austen is even trying to show us 
that the stereotypical ‘unfeminine’，which is mostly represented by 'wit' in Elizabeth, can 
be attractive to men too. It is quite early in the novel that we hear there is “a mixture of 
sweetness and archness in [Elizabeth's] manner" (35).「l’his is already a hint of the 
multiplicity enacted in Elizabeth's character. At the end, Austen makes Elizabeth do the 
"feminine" thing of making Darcy "account for his having ever fallen in love with her" 
(256) and most importantly, we find out that Darcy admires Elizabeth "for the liveliness 
of [her] mind" (256), reinforcing the potential attractiveness of a woman's “quickness，’. 
This is followed by Elizabeth giving an account of Darcy and what he thinks about her 
and other women: 
'You may as well call it impertinence at oncc. It was very little less. The fact is, 
that you were sick of civility, of deference, of o fficious attention. You were 
disgusted with the women who were always speaking and looking, and thinking 
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for your approbation alone. 1 roused, and interested you, becausc I was so unlike 
thcni. 1 lad you not been really amiable you would have hated me for it; but in 
spite of the pains you took to disguise yourscll； your feelings were always noble 
and just; and in your heart, you thoroughly despised the persons who so 
assiduously courted you'. (256) 
What stands out here is that Elizabeth is ‘‘so unlike I hem” - women "who were always 
speaking and looking, and thinking for [men 's] approbation alone". Most "women" do 
that, and that - to please men - is generally considered ‘Teminine’，. With her 
"impertinence", Elizabeth is different; "unlike them”，she is "unfeminine" in the typical 
sense. Yet it is exactly this quality of hers that attracts Darcy; so what Austen suggests is 
perhaps a protest against conventional stereotypes where women have to please men and 
“impertinence” is the last thing a woman would possess. 
Jane Austen takes one step further to suggest thai it is only by embracing 
'femininity' and the identity as a 'woman' that a woman's performance of 'wit' can have 
political impact. We get to learn about Elizabeth's readiness to laugh in early parts of the 
novel. In chapter III, Mr. Darcy's famous speech takes place. He is at a ball and he 
speaks of Elizabeth as somebody "tolerable; but not handsome enough to tempt [him]''' 
(7). With Darcy's emphasis on “him”, we understand that he looks at himself as not just 
any other man, who would have been "tempted" already; he finds himself superior and so 
somebody like Elizabeth who is just "tolerable" is not good enough for him, even if she is 
good enough for some other men. This comment is made with his knowledge that 
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l ~ lizabcth can hear hin1. Apparently Darcy is intentionally belittling or even hutnili atin g 
Eli zabeth. Hovvever, not only is Elizabeth not affected by this, she rnanages to laugh 
about this and actually laugh at Darcy too as she "told the story however with great spirit 
an1ong her friends ; for she had a lively, playful di sposition , which delighted in any thing 
ridiculous" (7). If Darcy ' s original plan is to etnbarrass and insult her, obviously he does 
not do his vvork since Elizabeth does not rnind sharing the story "arnong her friends" with 
''great spirit" . Elizabeth is neither upset nor insulted about the incident and by Darcy ' s 
cotntnent about her. 
This kind of " laugh arnong worn en" is perhaps very sirnilar to what Bi lger says 
about "fen1inist hurnor". As quoted earlier, "fernini st hun1or. .. encodes an irnportant 
1nessage about worn en's relation to the dorninant ideology ... Worn en might also learn to 
laugh as a group at the irnpositions of rnale power" (B i lger, 33). The humor is a kind of 
power of worn en to protest against rnale authority. Here in Pride and Prejudice , 
Elizabeth's sense ofhurnor tnakes her, when facing Darcy ' s rude cornments about her, 
capable of laughing it off, and even laughing at Darcy ' s assurnptions that he, being a n1an , 
has the right and power to choose, and not choose, a \rVOinan to dance with , and, n1ost 
itnportantly, to judge and criticize, and even hurni I iate. The original privilege of n1en to 
choose a wornan as a dance partner, and the "power'' to cause hurniliation when they do 
not choose a wo1nan, is no longer "powerful" as it loses its "effect" of n1aking the non-
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choscii one feel bad. Elizabeth's laughing at this with her IViends is not only to laugh at 
Darcy and his act, but to mock the whole male dominant system, which is represented 
here by the dancing system where men are given the power to choose while women can 
only wait and accept, or, reject, which is the best they can do. Elizabeth, or Austen, has 
challenged ‘‘masculine authority" and "male power” through their "feminist humor" and 
their ability to laugh. If she is to be, again referring back to the earlier quote by Bilger, 
the "injured body" — a “victim’，- who is humiliated, she may as well laugh the 
“humiliation” off and in turn gain power through thai. This kind of ‘women laughter' 
towards women themselves can actually be liberating. Simon Critchley suggests that 
“humour consists in laughing at oneself, in finding oneself ridiculous, and such humour is 
not depressing, but on the contrary gives us a sense of、emancipation, consolation and 
childlike elevation" (Critchley, 95). Elizabeth here is laughing at herself- laughing at 
how she is only “tolerable,,; Elizabeth may also be laughing at how women need to be 
judged and chosen by men. It is an act of women laughing at women themselves. The 
same applies to Mr. Collins’ stereotyping of "young ladies’’ and "elegant females" for 
being pretentious when being proposed to. Jane Austen is using Mr. Collins as a comic 
character but to really criticize the pretensions of some of the women at the time. Jane 
Austen as a woman laughs at "women" as a group. And through the self-ridicule, she 
suggests room for improvement. 
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Quoting Kathleen Rowe in The Unruly Woman: (lencler and the Ocnres of 
Lciii<^/i/ei\ "when men make jokes about women, they assert their already-existing social 
power over them. When women make jokes about men, they invert — momentarily - the 
social hierarchy,, (19). Elizabeth's turning of Darcy's “joke,, about her into her joke on 
him is therefore a complete subversion of the power system and social hierarchy. With 
‘wit’ and 'humour' already being tools for subversion, Jane Austen subverts on yet 
another level when she suggests the coexistence of 'wit ’ and 'femininity'. She challenges 
binary oppositions and stereotypes, as she collapses the whole "binary frame" and all that 
comes with it including the power relationship. Without the assumption of the binary 
oppositions, even qualities and attributes of people will no longer be gender-specific, as 
Jane Austen shows through her redefinition of wit. Moreover, as mentioned, the two 
genders, as 'subjects', are only "consolidated" through those 'repetitive acts' that fall in 
an orderly manner within the ‘binary frame'. Now with the collapse of the binary, the 
“subjects’’ are no longer "consolidated". This in turn bccomes a suggestion of the 
impossibility of one single 'subject'/ 'self possessing all the 'right' qualities and 
assumptions as its attributes. The ‘self has always been only a 'subject' that is 
'consolidated' through 'repetitive acts'. It is only the learnt and constructed ‘acts, 
performed by the ‘subject’/ ‘self that give the illusion that there is the existence of a self 
with fixed and preexisting attributes. Jane Austen overthrows all these with her attack on 
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binaries. With the binaries having collapsed, even Ihc ‘subjects, col lapse. There will no 
longer be two distinct 'genders' standing opposite one another and all the assumptions 
and slcreolypcs will disappear too. 
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Conclusion 
After looking into the three novels, we see Jane Austen subverting gender 
stereotypes mainly through suggesting the non-existcncc of a 'unified self and therefore 
the impossibility of any fixed definitions of identities and qualities. In Emma, we have 
looked at how the female protagonist Emma doubles 叩 and takes up contradictory 
identities. Through this, Jane Austen highlights the multiplicity of identities and shows 
that one cannot really have a single unified 'self. F.mma is an 'indefinable' ‘new being' 
with ever-changing identities. In Northanger Abbey, Austen presents the construction of a 
failed Gothic ‘heroine’ Catherine. Austen mocks the Gothic conventions and literary 
types through parody. She imitates them but then always gives them a twist, which is like 
a failure in repeating repetitive acts that should signify types or identities. In this way, 
Austen highlights the very process of the creation of an identity, and suggests that since it 
is a process of construction, there can always be variations, both in terms of the acts 
repeated and the identities created. Lastly, in Pride ami Prejudice, we have looked at how 
Austen demonstrates the possibility of the coexistcncc o f qualities that are originally 
perceived as opposing terms in a binary opposition. The collapse of the binary between 
the seemingly opposing qualities also means the col lapse of the binary of oppositional 
identities that are associated with the qualities. Interestingly, while we always believe that 
the oppositional identities are constructed through qualities that are in binary oppositions, 
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wc see Ihrough Ihc novel that the nature of qualities can in fact also be dccidcd by 
slcreolypcs and assumptions about identities. That is, identities that are assumed to be in 
opposing terms contribute in creating oppositional assumptions about qualities. In the 
novel, this is represented by the 'masculinization' of wit. Through the overthrow of the 
binary system, the subversion of fixed notions of both identities and qualities can be 
achieved. 
Once again referring back to Julia Kristeva's 'three-tiered model' of feminist 
struggle, these ways of reading Austen's novels are close to the third position where we 
try to "reject the dichotomy between the masculine and the feminine as metaphysical". In 
my thesis, I have looked at the breaking down of binary oppositions and fixed definitions 
of identities and qualities. These ways of reading Austen may indeed help explain the 
seemingly ambivalent attitude some believe Jane Austui has towards women's issues. 
Instead of reading Austen like we do in this thesis, one common reading of Austen's 
works is a ‘feminist’ reading that sees her and the works fighting for ‘equality’ between 
man and woman by representing women who are slercolypically "masculine". This is 
similar to the first position of the model, where 'equality' is believed to mean women can 
and should be like men too. However, it is exactly with the same belief that some find 
Austen's attitude towards gender issues 'ambivalent'. Despite the fact that Austen does 
show her female characters as smart and strong women who ？LVQ just like men, she still 
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always ends her novels with her female characters demonstrating the most 'feminine' 
thing, at least symbolically, by being party to a marriage. And Austen and these 
characters do seem to look at marriage as the happy ending, as if women still need men to 
have a complete, happy, life. There are also other qualities in Austen's female 
protagonists that make them not completely 'masculinc'. So when we consider this in 
relation to the first position in the model, ‘equality’ is not achieved. 
However, if we look at Austen's novels solely in relation to the first 'feminist' 
position, we may not be able to fully explore what Austen may be doing. In fact, the 
standpoint of the first 'feminist' position is a narrow belief about women having to be 
like men to be better. This standpoint may lead to an unfair reading of Austen's works 
since we are not sure if Austen really does share the belief even though she is writing at 
the time where this feminist position is the most popular. All those claims about Austen's 
‘ambivalence’ in women's issues are based on the assumption that women have to be 
stereotypically 'masculine' to achieve 'equality'. Therefore, this thesis argues that if we 
try to read Austen not only according to the first position in the three-tiered model of 
feminist struggle, we may have ended up with a very different interpretation of her works. 
For example, by looking at Austen more in relation to the third position in the model, 
Austen's seeming ‘ambivalence’ may actually be a hint of her belief that the need or even 
possibility of di fferentiating the masculine and the feminine is unnecessary. When the 
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dichotomy between the two no longer exists, what is it to be ‘masculinc’ whether it is for 
women or men? This may then help explain why Austen's works are considered 
‘ambivalent，. Her intention may precisely be to not have a clear distinction between the 
masculine and the feminine, and not to treat them as a dichotomy. 
Jane Austen, writing so many years ago, is probably not trying to be 'post-
modern' or trying to further 'deconstruction'. However, it is possible that she shows a 
hint of disapproval towards the need to differentiate identities into straight binary 
oppositions. The complexity of her characters and her novels that leads to what some of 
us think of as 'ambivalence' can already be a clue. Besides, we do seem to see Austen's 
attempt to suggest change since she always seems to incorporate a sense of 'newness' 
into her works and characters: there is the ‘new being’ who is 'indefinable' and who 
forbids any easy categorization in Emma; there is the ‘newness’ to the literary type - the 
‘heroine-type’ 一 brought in by the failed 'heroine' in Northanger Abbey; and there is the 
suggestion for ‘new’ definitions that are less gender-spccific for qualities like ‘wit’ in 
Pride and Prejudice. Austen seems to be showing, level by level, from ‘being’ itself, 
through identities and categories, right up to qualities, how there is the possibility for 
variation and change in regard to our gender assumptions. It is this yearning for 
'newness' that helps Jane Austen subvert stereotypes and assumptions; and it is also this 
'newness' that makes her works forever 'new' to readers. 
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